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Admission standards to be raised
by Michael Mclntyre
staff reporter

College entrance standards are getting stricter in Ohio and the University
is in the process of keeping with the
tough changes.
Phase two of an articulation plan at
the University is in the works and
should be presented to the Faculty
Senate at its meeting next week.
On Oct. 8,1982, phase one of the plan
was approved by the University Board
of Trustees. The recommendations that
the Board of Trustees approved included high school preparation of four
units of English, three units of math-

ematics, and reading competency.
Phase two raises the recommended
standards even more. They include
three units of science, three units of
social science, two units of a foreign
language and one unit of visual or
performing arts as well as the phase
one standards.
Harold Lunde, chairman of the University's Committee on Academic Affairs, said raising admissions
standards is a benefit to the University.
He said the raise in standards is going
on nationwide and reflects a better
quality of education in the United
States.
"Students are better educated today

coming out of high school than they
were three or four years ago," Lunde
said. "We are keeping right in line with
our sister institutions (by raising standards)."
NEAL ALLEN, principal of Bowling
Green High School, said the increased
standards may lead to a lesser number
of high school graduates going on to
college. But he said those who do will
be better prepared.
Lunde said the recommended
guidelines do not exclude students. He
said students with deficiencies in any of
these fields may be accepted to the
University, but must make up those
deficiencies within their first two

years.
Allen said students may get a more
realistic look at the difficulty of college
when trying to meet the requirements
in high school.
"Maybe this will shake them up
enough to look at other vocations." he
said. "Not everyone can go to college;
we need people in other vocations too."
Allen added that while education
standards are increased in high school,
the social life of students who want to
go to college is affected.
"There just isn't much room in their
schedule to take elective courses or to
participate in extracurricular sports
and socialization," he said.

Funds cut

Ceiling
cracked

Use of Public Safety
police cars restrained
by Ellen Zlmmerll
staff reporter

by Michael Mclntyre
staff reporter

A recent tightening of the Public Safety
budget has left many patrol officers making
foot patrols instead of using their cruisers.
"We're trying to cut back so it won't affect
anyone except internally." Dean Gerkens,
associate director of Public Safety/Police,
said.
Gerkens said the restrained use of the
patrol cars has resulted in better coverage in
academic buildings and residence halls. But
some areas of the University are not being
patrolled as much as they were, such as the
parking lots and other property areas.
BUI Bess, director of Public Safety, said
that although the presence of a patrol car may
have had some preventive effect on crime in
parking lots, no one ever really knows how
much.
"As the weather gets better, students bring
up nicer cars because they're not as worried
about salt," Bess said. "Crime in these areas
are expected to increase. But I'm not willing
to attribute increases (of crime) in the parking lots to the decrease in patrols."
BESS SAID the reduction in car patrols
may also have cut down on the response time
of the officers since they may not be as close
to their cars.
By using only one patrol car instead of the
normal two, Gerkens said the department is
saving money in a various ways. The mileage
has been "cut down," the patrol cars are
serviced once every two months instead of
every month, and the amount of general
service work and repairs is not as high.
Overtime has also been cut by adding one
patrol person who had been working on other
projects to each shift. This allows more leniency in the shift if someone calls in sick.
Both Bess and Gerkens said it is not unusual
for the budget to be so low at this time of year.
"There are only so many things you can
control and anticipate," Gerkens said.
An unanticipated drain on the budget was
the increased patrols that were put on last fall
because of the number of sexual assaults on
campus. Gerkens said the extra security for
the presidential and other dignitary visits also
unexpectedly drained the budget.
"THE BASE funding the department receives is not enough to do all the things we
anticipate," Bess said.
"The budget is low. We're spending at a
faster rate uian we want to."
Bess said by having the officers perform
their patrols on foot, it builds an "esprit de
corps among those on the shift," but doesn't
necessarily mean the officers are happy with
the decision.
"Generally, I think everyone accepts it
because they understand it. They may not be
happy with it, but they accept it," Bess said.
It forces us to establish our priorities more
clearly. It forces us to be more efficient, and
to work together. It returns us to a realization
about crime prevention that we depend on the
public more than they depend on us," Bess
said.

Mural history

A hairline crack in the ceiline of the Chartroom on the second floor of McFall Center
was caused by the placement of too much
weight in one spot, according to Ray Buckholz, assistant to the University architect.
The ceiling cracked because the Office of
Continuing Education (OCE), which is housed
on the third floor of McFall Center, had too
much heavy office equipment in a place which
was structurally incapable of holding it.
"Coinddentally, the most weight was
placed where there were the biggest beam
spans," he said. "It was overloaded weightwise by design."
Buckholz said the crack was spotted last
week and immediate action was taken. He
said his office called in a structural engineer
to determine what can be done.
The structural engineer should have a report this week which will aid in solving the
problem on a long-range basis, he said.
"He will probably suggest where to place
the equipment," Buckholz said. "It is basically a reworking of the floor plan. We're
going to take it one step at a time."
HE SAID he believes the design of the
building is sound, but the distribution of
equipment was not.
In the meantime, he said the problem has
been solved on a short-term basis.
Dan Parratt, director of Environmental
Services at the University, was contacted by
Buckholz last Friday about the danger of
having the equipment in that spot.
Parratt said he pointed out the problem to
University Inventory Control who, with the
cooperation of the OCE, moved the office
equipment either out of the building or to
other parts of the building which were struct rally sound to hold it.
"It is surprising that this sort of thing hasn't
arisen before," Parratt said. "Many of the
buildings on campus are old and change
purpose over time. '
He said McFall Center was originally built
as a library and according to the olue prints,
the area of the third floor in question was a
recitation area, which meant stacks of books
and other heavy objects weren't kept there.

USG sends I.D. question to Board
by Nancy Boetwtck
staff reporter

The question as to whether University students
will have picture validation cards will be answered this Friday, according to Matthew Shull,
USG student welfare coordinator.
Shull announced at last night's Undergradaute
Student Government meeting that he nas prepared a report outlining the program to be
presented to the Board of Trustees Friday.
The proposal will first be discussed in the
committee process tomorrow and, if approved, it
will voted on formally at the Board meeting
Friday, be said.

Forced into car, attacked by four males
A male University student
reported early yesterday
morning that be was abased
and sexually assaulted by
four males, according to
Bowling Green police.
City police said the student reported that at about $
UL that morning be was
picked up and thrown into a
large dark btue car where be
was beaten and sexually
abused while the males
drove around the city.
After being "thrown"
from the auto on South Collage Drive, police said the
student went back to ids

BG News/Jo* PheUn

Using an airbrush, art professor Adrian Tio paints a mural on a first floor wall in West Hall. This, the third
of seven panels showing the history of moss communication, honors twentieth century innovators. Tio said
he plans to complete the mural by June.

Male student assaulted
by Carole Hornberger
staff reporter

Allen said BGHS has toughened its
graduation requirements in keeping
with the higher college entrance standards.
He said beginning next year, students will need 19 credits to graduate,
while last year, students needed only
17. The high school also has increased
requirements in areas such as mathematics and science as well as offering
more courses in foreign languages.
"Five years ago, we had a full-time
Spanish teacher and part-time French
and German teachers," Allen said.
"Now we have full-time Spanish,
French and German teachers and we
offer four years of each language."

fraternity house where he
called for help from a friend
who men phoned the University's Public Safety.
The student was men
taken to Wood County Hospital where he received treatment and was later
released.
Dean Gerkens. associate
director of Public Safety,
said his department answered the call but only assisted the Bowling Green
Police Department
"We met the student's
unit director of the house
and the subject at the hospital," Gerkens said. He noted
that when they determined
the incident happened in the
cay, they called the city

police and stayed until they
arrived.
THE CITY police arrived at
the hospital at 5 ajn. but
could not gain any additional
information.
According to Officer
Linda McCooL of the city
police, "the student was in
hysterics."
The department could not
get exact locations of where
the incident occurred or the
descriptions of the suspects.
She added the student was
i sedatives and was still
. when she tried to
him later mat day.
The police are still investigating the Incident.

"It looks like from the comments I've been
getting (from University administration) that
we're going to get photo I.D.'s next year," he
said.
The program will cost the University $36,000
initially, which will be financed through a $2 fee
from each student, he said. Following the first
year, the program will cost and addiional $19,200
to support, he said.
Shull will recommend that each student will
renew the cards every two years, he said. The fee
will be paid upon initially receiving the validations card and at each renewal, be said.
be sent to various state representatives, Wade
said.

A resolution was passed to request the University adminstration to establish a policy that
professors may not give tests, major quizzes or
assign major projects during the week prior to
According to Bob Wade, USG president, the
resolution was written with the belief that such a
Slicy will give students more free time to study
' finals.
The general assembly also approved a resolution to support student representation on state
university boards of trustees. The resolution will
USG also voted to pass a resolution supporting
increased University financial assistance of the
Women's Studies program.

Celeste opposes Ohio
privately-funded S&Ls
COLUMBUS (AP) - Gov.
Richard Celeste yesterday said
the failure of the Ohio Deposit
Guarantee Fund has convinced
him to prohibit Ohio thrift institutions from ever again relying
on a private fund to protect
depositors.
"In the future, there won't be
a private insurance fund to
worry about in Ohio because I
won't let it be that way." the
governor said in a speech before
a breakfast meeting of the Ohio
Bankers Association.
In the speech, Celeste defended his actions In Ohio's savings and loan crisis, telling the
bankers' group, "The responsi-

bility in your business and in
mine is to make the tough
choices."
The bankers stood and applauded Celeste as he rose to
speak and gave him polite applause afterward. But none rose
to question the governor when
they were given an opportunity
to do so.
Celeste on March IS temporarily closed 69 privately insured Ohio savings and loans
after depositor runs at some
Cincinnati-area thrifts
prompted by the March 8 closing
of Home State Savings Bank in
Cincinnati. Home State closed
after a three-day run by depositors concerned about the col-

lapse of ESM Government
Securities Inc., a Florida firm in
which Home State had invested
heavily.
THIRTY-NINE of the closed
thrifts have since reopened for
full service by obtaining federal
insurance or merging with a
federally-insured bank. Home
State and the other thrifts had
been insured by the private Ohio
Deposit Guarantee Fund.
Some bankers have been critical of the Celeste administration's negotiations with
Chemical Bank of New York,
which has submitted a letter of
intent to purchase Home State.
It would mark the first entry
into Ohio banking by a New
York bank.
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-Editorial
A no-win game
The recent announcement made by Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev to stop deployment of
nuclear missiles in Europe has once again made
the U.S. a heavy in the race to freeze arms.
A similar offer had been made by the late Soviet
leader Leonid Brezhnev three years ago and was
rejected then, as now, because it gave the Soviets a
big advantage.
.
The Soviets may be attempting to split the United
States from Western Europe by appearing more
forthcoming in arms control.
Both the United States and the Soviet Union want
more leverage at the bargaining table in Geneva.
Gorbachev seems to think that this move, at the
beginning of his reign as new president, is a
positive one toward a freeze. Actually, his bargaining chip is coming across as a public relations
move, one built on propaganda.
Reagan administration officials believe the announcement obviously was timed to get maximum
mileage from the traditional Easter peace demonstrations in Western Europe.
"It is an attempt to divide the Western allies and
gain a propaganda coup," said White House Chief
of Staff Donald Regan.
We believe that if the Soviets stopped deployment
of the missiles, they would have the advantage. But
it could be argued that the United States is trying to
give itself an advantage - playing the same game In calling for "Star Wars" research.
Reagan appears to be ruffled by being out-witted
at his own game.
Both sides should be spending more time making
serious efforts toward reducing the arms race
instead of trying to come out looking like the hero.
By pretending to offer the illusion of a freeze, no
one comes out a winner.

Tenure:

Make teaching top priority
Benjamin J. Marrlton
Students are probably sick of
hearing about tenure. I'm going
to explain why they should be
interested.
We pay a lot of money for
these four years of higher education. The f 12,000-plus we pay is
spread out in many areas - one
of which is the faculty.
Eighty percent of the professors at the University are tenured, which means that unless
something unpredictable happens, they have a job for life.
But what if a professor who
receives tenure because he is
outstanding in his respective
field becomes lax in his teaching? Shouldn't there be some
provision for when this happens? I think there should be.
The criteria for receiving tenure at the University involves
teaching, research ana service.
Should all of these hold equal
value?
I don't believe so.
In an interview last semester,
University President Paul Olscamp told me that in actuality,
the three criteria do not share
equal value - teaching holds top
priority.
That's good to hear, considering that this is a University you Know, the place for higher
education. If this is true, then it
should state that in the Academic Charter.
We are paying for education not for professors to write books
and spend countless hours researching things that we may
not be taught because of graduation.
This is not to say that research
is not important. Research
should be a priority here as well
as at other institutions, but I
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don't think it should carry the
same weight as teaching.
I know the research requirement is bothersome to some
professors.
One teacher told me last semester in the midst of the "tenure crisis" that he doesn't
believe research should be that
important.
"In my classes, I have about
100 papers to read and grade
each week! That doesn't leave
me much time for research,
does it?" I remember him saying.
His]I point is valid. He is being
paid to teach his students what
he believes they need to know.
Now, if the research interferes
with the teaching, which one has
to go? The quality and quantity
of research, or teaching?
If I'm paying the bills, the
research aspect must ride shotgun.
I am not here to financially
support a book-publishing institution; I'm here to get the best
education possible for my
money.
Then comes service.
Service? Yep, we have to have
people working on the various
committees just to keep a check
on the administration. And I
believe the majority of faculty
do adequate work in the area of
service.
The criteria set up by the
University are appropriate, but
the weights should be different
for each one - teaching should be
the foundation for tenure.
Students should realize what
tenure means, because it affects
the quality of their education.
Benjamin Marhson, a senior
journalism major from Winter
Springs, Fla., is news editor tor
the News.
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May the buck stop soon
Prediction: Reagan's teflon suit will chip away
by Janrs B. Vanmnt
I heard something very interesting while I was speaking with
a conservative student on campus. I had been wondering how
Reagan avoids unpopularity so
well; this person I was speaking
with gave me a reason for this he told me that Reagan is the
"teflon president."
This sounds like a good explanation for Reagan's avoidance
of unpopular events. After all,
bow could someone avoid four
tax increases and still come out
looking pretty? The answer TEFLON! How could someone
avoid the deaths of 243 Marines
in Lebanon? The answer - TEFLON ! How could someone make
the invasion of Grenada look so
good that the majority of the
American public stood behind
him? The answer - TEFLON!
How could someone support a
covert war and cover up a CIA
pamphlet instructing rebels to
terminate members of the Sandinista regime? The answer TEFLON! And finally, how
could someone enact budget
cuts in education, welfare and
practically every other social
program and still get reelected? The answer - TEFLON!
That teflon is a wonderful invention, isn't it? Wouldn't it be
neat if we could all have one of
these teflon suits to wear, like
Reagan, so we could go around
and offend, kill and disrupt millions of people and never nave to
take the blame?
These things are not exactly
popular among the general public. However, Reagan was reelected because of his ability to
avoid unpopularity. In Reagan's
1980 campaign he accused Carter of raising taxes and overspending; he promised to decrease spending and not raise
taxes unless absolutely necessary. Well, it seems as though
there were several incidences of
absolute necessity in Reagan's
first term because taxes were
raised at least four times. I don't
think it's possible that those
Increases were the end, because
as I said before, despite Reagan's promises in 1980 against
tax increases he still found the
need to raise them; so what's
going to stop him this term? The
deaths of the marines in Lebanon were needless; they didn't
prove anything except that Reagan's foreign policy is in serious
need of help; his strong-arm
tactics of rushing in and taking
control were finally paid off in
the worst possible way. I consider Reagan responsible for
their deaths; he signed legislation to keep them there for 18

extra months which in the long
run proved to be their death
certificates. Reagan, in effect,
killed 243 marines.
The invasion of Grenada was
billed as an effort by the United
States to suppress the Godless
Soviet expansion. Right! That
invasion was just another step in
Reagan's attempt for world
doflimance. The Soviets can't
set up a military outpost, but we
can because we're the right
country.
Central America is a real
peach of a situation. We've sent
billions upon billions of dollars
down there to support these socalled "freedom fighters" who
have been attempting to overthrow the current Sandinistas in
power. The Sandinistas are accused of taking away human
rights. But many reports coming out of Central America have
given reason to believe that
these "freedom fighters" have
been causing mass killings and
rapings of their fellow country-

men. Those are some human
rights, aren't they? The Sandinista regime may not be perfect,
but it is, in the opinions of many
leading political analysts, a
more democratic government
that the one the U.S. is supporting in El Salvador.
Budget cuts hurt. That's plain
and simple. But Reagan likes to
add insult to injury by telling the
poor and homeless in this country that they are living that way
because they choose to. I can t
tell you the last time I felt the
urge to sleep on a heating grate
in Cleveland when it was 20
degrees below zero. It sounds
fun to me. I think we should all
try it so we can see why these
people prefer to live this way.
It Reagan continues to put
such a strain on his teflon suit
it's going to wear out and get
awfully sticky. Reagan has
made a lot of mistakes. His first
term was full of unpopular
events, some of which I named
earlier. He's in for four more

years and the fact is: he will
make more mistakes. I am not
suggesting that Reagan should
be infallible. I am suggesting
that repeated failures and mistakes will wake the general public up. Once the public is
awakened it will start to criticize Reagan and what he does;
this is when Reagan's teflon suit
will be gone, when the people
want him to explain what he
does be isn't going to be able to
pass the blame to someone else;
his mistakes will begin to stick.
Reagan will have to come before
the people and justify his actions.
As President Harry S. Truman's desk plate said, "the buck
stops here"; sooner or later the
buck will have to stop in front of
Reagan and he won't be able to
pass it to someone else. After
all, Reagan might be conservative, but/he's not all "RIGHT."
James B. Vanxant is a freshman
business major from Cleveland.

A story of American poverty
by Thomas Klein
Editor's Note: Next week is
Values awl Ethks Week at the
University. The topic for the
week is the Bishops' Pastoral
Letter on the American Economy, which focuses on toe plight
of the poor and unemployed.
For me, the story of poverty
always has been the story of
Connie. You see, Connie was my
student six years ago, promising, bright, motivated, always
a ready smile. A black woman
nearing forty, Connie had re-

turned to school to study printing in the School of Technology,
in the hope of getting a job in
that industry. She was gifted
artistically and liked the printing trade.
Connie lacked most of the basic skills, but I thought at the
time that with much support
from tutors and friends, she
could make it. She also had four
daughters, was unmarried and
poor. I recall her telling me that
winter that there was a 2-inch
space between her front door
and the floor, and that her gas
bill in January had been over
$400.

That indeed made me nervous,
but wasn't enough to shatter her
hope. We talked of contacting
the gas company and demanding that the landlord supply a
new door. The gas company was
sympathetic; they would put the
balance on her bill. The landlord
wouldn't return her calls.
Connie finished my course but
dropped out of school within a
year. Her 12-year-old daughter
Ruth had gotten pregnant and
wouldn't be talked into an abortion. That decision to have the
baby had something to do with
the fact that Ruth herself had
been born an illegitimate child
when Connie was only 13; someone had tried to talk Connie into
an abortion, unsuccessfully of
course. If Ruth had had the
abortion, it would have been like
killing herself.
Connie now had an infant son
to raise, in addition to four
daughters, a house she couldn't
afford to heat on foodstamps and
welfare and skills that wouldn't
get her through college without
putting in overtime tutoring.
Connie didn't own a car; she had
to catch the Greyhound bus back
to Toledo, where she lived, right
after her last afternoon class.
When could she stay for tutorhad only one choice:
drop out of school and look for
work. First she scoured the
area for a Job in printing but her
lack of a degree poisoned employers' minds and they
wouldn't hire her on potential
and need alone.
I gave Connie a Job cleaning
our house, at $5 an hour, one day
a week. She earned $30 for applying her artistic talents to
periodically rearranging the
furniture and picking up the
debris our 8-year-old had toft
scattered around his room. I

remember Connie telling me
what a Joy it was to spend two
hours, after cleaning, at the
local Goodwill, finding pretty
clothes for her kids ana a beatup leather winter coat for herself. I also remember finding
marijuana butts left around the
house, some kind of compensation for Connie's losses at the
time.
Connie cleaned for three
years. Regularly we talked
about her helplessness - how
would she make certain that her
two youngest daughters, starting to date boys several years
older, would not get pregnant
before they were ready to raise
a child? How could she conceal
from Welfare that she was putting up a man, whom she loved,
partly because he had nowhere
else to go? How could she give
her kids a life essentially different from hers? As soon as we
seemed to cover one problem,
another three popped up. I lost
my hope before Connie did,
though I didn't tell her that. I
went on listening, consoling and
trying to find a way out.
One day I came home from
work and Connie had left a note;
she was moving to Chicago;
maybe something good would
happen to her there. She would
not be sending me her address she was embarassed at having
to escape and she felt she had
failed to live up to the high Ideals
and hopes we had set together.
Four years went by before I
heard from her, in the form of a
postcard with no return address.
She is still in Chicago, still unemployed, but she says she is
happy and actively looking for
work. I am stumped ana feel
helpless. The problem of poverty is the situation of Connie.
Thomas Klein Is a professor of
English.

Local
Library security changes
by Caroline Langcr
staff reporter
The Jerome and Math Science
libraries are going to have a new
security system installed which
is "extremely effective at preventing the inadvertent taxing
of books," William Miller, dean
of libraries, said.
When a book valued at $2.95 is
stolen from the library, the total
cost of the loss could easily come
to $100, after purchasing, handling, processing, changing of
records and other labor u added
in, Miller said.
The loss of a book usually only
comes to light when someone
cannot find a book and therefore
fills out a search form. The loss
could go unreported for years,

.

Miller said. Often a book cannot
be replaced because It Is out of
print, be noted.
"Book theft and book mutilation are an expression of extreme selfishness and antisocial behavior," Miller said.

tronics (the current system),
Miller said The company is now
out of business and the technology is outmoded, he added.
^The current security system
is great at stopping umbrellas,"
Regan said.

The University's libraries
were the second in the country to
install any type of security system and the system is now 17
years old, Diane Regan, coordinator of circulation services,
said.
The $37,000 approved for the
project comes from the Capital
Improvements budgets, Miller
said.

The new system, made by 3M,
doe* not generate false alarms,
Miller said.
"Books and other materials
will be targeted with a device
that will trigger the security
system If the materials have not
been checked out properly," Regan said.

THE LIBRARY at this University and Case Western Reserve university are the last in
the state to still be using Sen-

The new security devices are
also harder to locate, Miller
added.
The library is having problems with students who remove
the computer labels from books,

thinking that they are linked to
the security system (which they
are not) and this defeats the
automated circulation system
and slows down the check-out
process, Regan said.
The target date for installation of the new system is May 20,
when library business is at its
slowest and the change-over is
least likely to disrupt service to
the students, Regan said.
"The current system will be
operative until the moment we
pull it out," Regan said.
During the interim period probably two to three days guards will be posted at the
doors to check the belongings of
people exiting the library to
check for books, she said.
When the new system is In
effect, there will be no need for
physical checks, Miller said.

Evidence not substantial; appeal filed
The University then appealed that recomThe University has filed an appeal with not in accordance with law."
Mercer was removed from Public Safety mendation back to the Board of Review and
Wood County Court of Common Pleas concerning an order from the State Personnel duty Dec. 10. 1984 under allegations of on March 22 it announced that it upheld the
Board of Review which upheld a decision failure of good behavior and/or dishonesty. Judge's recommendation.
modifying the suspension of Kenneth He was alleged to have made "improper
Notices of the latest appeal by the Univeradvances" toward a University coed.
Mercer to a 60-day suspension.
Mercer appealed his removal to the Board sity are beingaent to all concerned parties
The appeal maintained that the Univer- of Review. An administrative law judge in the case. When the Clerk of Courts has
sity "appeals from the ... order on the appointed by the Board of Review recom- determined that all the notices have been
grounds that it is not supported by reliable, mended that the removal be modified to a received, a court date for the appeal will be
set
probative and substantial evidence and is 80-day suspension.

HEALTH CARE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR RAPE VICTIMS
A rape victim may be frightened, confused, and
ashamed, as well as injured. Immediate health care
should be provided and is available, but often fear or
lack of information prevents the victim from seeking help.
Our purpose is to address common concerns and fears
in order to remove as many obstacles as possible
between the victim and the immediate health care we
want to provide.
IT HAS ALREADY HAPPENED. WHY SHOULD I SEEK CARE NOW?
The rape cannot be undone, but some of the consequences can be
prevented. "Morning after" contraception can prevent pregnancy,
early treatment can prevent venereal disease, and injuries can be
treated (not all injuries are immediately apparent]. Emotional support
and counseling can be provided by trained counselors.
WHY DO I NEED CARE IMMEDIATELY? CANT IT WAIT UNTIL I'M CALMER?
All tne treatments are more effective if given early. Prevention of
pregnancey with the "morning after" pill must be done within 72 hours.
Venereal disease prevention is more effective if started immediately.
Even unapparent injuries may be serious, ana may rapidly get worse if
not treated. You do not need to wait until you are calm. Medical staff will
understand why you are upset, and trained counselors are available to
help, 24 hours a day.
IF I GO FOR MEDICAL TREATMENT, WILL I HAVE TO TALK TO THE POLICE?
You don't have to talk to anybody you don't want to. A police report is
not a requirement for medical care. Even if you do call the campus
police, you do not have to make a report nor press charges. You do not
even have to give your name. They will still help you get medical
attention.
SHOULD I AT LEAST CLEAN UP FIRST BEFORE COMING FOR CARE?
No! First of all, it would delay care. Second, injuries are more safely
cleaned by trained medical professionals. And lastly, if you did ever
want to press charges, bathing would destroy needed evidence.
IF I GO FOR CARE, WILL EVERYONE FIND OUT I'VE BEEN RAPED - MY
BOYFRIEND? PARENTS? FRIENDS? THE WHOLE CAMPUS?
No! All your medical records will be completely confidential, and
nobody, not the University Administration, your family, the police, nor the
press will have access to them. Nobody but the health.professionals
who work with you will know anything unless you give written authorization for the release of information. Counseling records are also
confidential
WHAT IF I CANT PAY FOR THE CARE?
The care will be provided regardless of your ability to pay. However,
there may be charges fa which you may be billed later. If a report is
made to the Campus Police, they will pay for your initial examination,
and some of the needed tests. There will be no charge for counseling
services.
WHERE CAN I GO FOR CARE; WHOM SHOULD I CALL?
You can get care at the Women's Clinic at the Student Health Center it is
open 8:00-4:30, Monday-Friday. You can also get care at the Wood
County Hospital Emergency Room. It is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. On trie scene counseling and support services, as well as follow
up care, are available through the Counseling and Career Development Center. They are open 8:00-4:30 p.m., Monday-Friday. The LINK
can also provide on the scene counseling and support services, 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. The campus police are available 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. They can provide support and transportation.
PHONE NUMHRS:

Ambulant. 353-9111

Bowling Oroon Polk. 352-2571
Campus Police 372-2346
Counseling «. Career Development Center 372-2081

The LINK 352-1545
The Women's Clinic/Health Services 372-2271
Woes County Hospital 352-4571
Pr*vM»4 *y the #051/ ttudmnt Hmmlth Stnrlc
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Books m issing
Two year total of 1,100
by Jim Nleman
staff reporter

In the last two years, the Jerome Library has discovered 1,100
books missing, according to Diane Regan, coordinator of circulation
services at the library.
Hie average cost of a book is about $30, she said, making the cost
to the library 133,000 for the past 24 months.
Many other books are missing, but have not been reported.
Of the 1,100 books, 25 percent were lost by students who had
checked them out. The other 75 percent were books that were found
missing when students wanted to check them out but could not find
them, so the library was asked to look for the book, Regan said.
A student who reports a lost book is charged an overdue penalty (if
applicable), the cost of the book, and a $6 processing charge, Regan
"The $6 is just a token charge," she said, and in no way pays for all
of the costs Incurred by a lost book.
SOME BOOKS are Irreplaceable because they are no I
published, Angela Lindley. coordinator of collection dev<
said. The collection development office decides what
library should buy.
Manybooks are going out of print sooner than in the j
said. ''We try to get (new) books within six weeks of publication,"
she said. Stolen books have a high priority for replacement, but most
are out of print within a year.
The University purchased 18,000 to 20,000 books last year, William
Miller, acting dean of libraries, said.
The library receives approximately $1.5 million a year to purchase new books, Gail Richmond, coordinator of acquisitions, said.
Of the total books they purchased, only about 200 were replacement
volumes, she said.
The books most likely to be stolen are in commonly-researched
areas, such as business, social science and sports books, Regan said.

UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
Ungetofooj
Undergraduate
Student Government

FACULTY EXCELLENCE AWARDS
* Recognizes an outstanding professor
within each college and the School
of Technology.
* Pick up applications at 405 Student
Services
* Deadline: Friday, April 12

Whin
BG Dane*!
IU3S tr"»".■»•!•»

* Wednesdays - Dance Video Nite
Great Specials For The 18 & Up Crowd

* Thursdsays - College I.D.
Party Free With Your College I.D.

* Fridays - Men's Nite
No cover for guys and near non-existent
Drink Specials...just for the guys

Saturdays - Ladies Nite
NO COVER for the Ladies
Superb Drink Specials
.1
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The week of weeks Pamphlets for kids
African Week events planned
Saturday's address by the ambassador to the
United States from the Republic of Guinea will
highlight African Week at the University.
The keynote address by T. Beavogui will be
made at the African Week dinner at the Northeast
Commons on April 13. The dinner, sponsored by
the African People's Association, starts at the 5:30
p.m. Tickets cost $2.50 at the door.
The evening also will include entertainment by
the dance group Bichinis Bia Congo of Detroit,
Mich, and presentation of awards to APA outstanding members. Ernest Champion, assistant
chair/associate prof essor of ethnic studies, will be
saluted for his influence on the African People's
Association.
African Week programming begins Thursday,
April 11 A video speech of Desmond Tutu, the 1984

by Carole Homberger
suff reporter

Nobel Peace Prize winner, will be shown at 7:30
p.m. in 220 Math Sciences.
Friday's two African Week events are a fashion
show of African traditional attire and a panel
discussion. African models will begin showing
clothes at 5:30 p.m., April 12, in the Amani Room
of the Northeast Commons. Then at 7:30 p.m. in
the Amani. a panel will speak on "Social Change
in South Africa: Present and Future."
Panelists include Dr. V. Damingo, professor of
geography at the Firelands campus; Errol Samuel, senior in technology at the University: Randi
Ostry, political science instructor at the University; and Marshall Rose, assistant director of
University Placement Services. The discussion
will be moderated by Abubakar Stores, graduate
student in technology.

Focusing primarily on child
abuse andneglect, the Bowling Green Police Department
and two area businesses have
produced pamphlets which
could help in the fight against
would-be molestors.
Officer Grant Tansel of the
Bowling Green Police Department said he asked Newlove Realty Inc., of 336 S.
Main St., for funds to produce
a pamphlet to handout during
seminars.
The company was in favor
of the pamphlets. Instead of
funding the 500 pamphlets
that were requested, it would
fund the printing of 3,000 so
that all Bowling Green elementary children could have

Jazz performance featured
The
layers

rzi

of layers and
wUl be the
t the coni tf the IMvanity's sixth
1 Jan Week.
J.C Heard, described by
famed trampeter Miles Davis as
"OK of the best living drummers." will perform with the
J.C Heard Orchestra at 8 p.m.
in Kobacker HaU as the final
event of Jan Week.
Beard's 56-year career began
at age 10 and since then he has
played in both the recording
studio and on stage, with such
jas greats as Count Basie,

i

I
«t

Charlie Parker, Billie Holiday,
Sarah Vaughan and Oscar Peterson. He was the featured
drummer in Cab Calloway's orchestra for four years before
assembling bis own group.
Jeff Halsey, faculty member
in music performance and head
of the jazz department, is touring with the orchestra and will
be playing the bass with them on
Saturday.
In addition to the Saturday
concert, Heard, who has been
bailed as an innovator in jazz
percussion, will conduct a clinic

PUFFS
440 E. Court

PI77A
**<£'rk

r

t
352-1596|

Medium 2 Item Pizza
$5
FREE DELIVERY

|
jp

Howard's club MtnttlriL
H,
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
210 N. MAIN

dealing with jazz percussion
techniques and Jazz history at 4
p.m. in Kobacker Hall.

With the warmer weather,
more children will be outside
riding bikes and playing,
making them more susceptible to possible abuse, Tansel
said.
Tansel said the Elks Club
approached him and asked
what they could do for the
community. He told them
about the pamphlets and it
offered to assist in the funding for the pamplets.
Tansel said both the Elks
Club and Newlove Realty believed the pamphlets were
well worth sponsoring because they have an educational value for both children
and parents.

THE CLINIC is free and open
to the public. Tickets for the J.C.
Heard Orchestra are $4, $8, $8
and f 10 and can be purchased
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Kobacker box office.
The performances, sponsored
by the College of Musical Arts,
will be held at the Moore Musical Arts Center and are free and
open to the public, with the ex- '
ception of the J.C. Heard Or- '
chestra concert on April 13.
The schedule is:
•Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.: The
University Guitar Ensemble in
Bryan Recital Hall.
• Thursday, 8 p.m.: The University Jazz Combos in Bryan RecitalHall.
• Friday, 2:30 p.m.: The Tuesday Lab Band, in Kobacker Recital HaU.
• Friday, 8 p.m.: The University
Faculty Jazz Quartet, in Bryan
Recital Hall.
• Saturday. 10 a.m.: A day-long
high school jazz festival in Kobacker Hall. Ten jazz groups,
including bands from Worthington, Alliance, Shelby, Lodi's Cloverleaf, Strongsviile, North
Royalton, Massfllon's Jackson,
Canton's McKinley and Glen
Oak high schools, will perform
at 30-minute intervals throughout the day.

THE FIRST pamphlet,
sponsored by Newlove
Realty, concentrates on describing what the Bowling
Green Police Department is
and does. It also explains the
Crime Stoppers program and
lists facts about child abuse.
It gives parents an alternative approach to talking with
their children on child abuse,
by describing common situations.
For instance, molestors often ask children to help them
find a lost dog. The pamphlet
suggests that a child ap-

£$

and two
attorneys will bejt<\>rany and all
questions you /<V>Vve regarding law
school ap^^Uluiof law.
A panel of three law.

C,V& ARE WELCOME!
Vin us TONIGHT at 8:00 p.m.
200 Moseley HaU
Refreshments will follow
-Sponsored by Pre-Law Society-

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

IZZfl

BROTHERS, inc.

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
* Eighth Street Apartments
803-815 Eighth St.

♦ Ridge Manor Apartments
519 Ridge

>ie Field Manor Apartments

542,560 Frazee & 519 Leroy

♦ Frazee Ave. Apartments
818 Thurstin, 624,670,656 Frazee Ave.

* 516 E. Merry Apartments

Horn* of the FoMowf

Efficiency : $250/summer
1 bedroom : $375/summer
(1 or 2 person)
2 bedroom : $424/summer
(1-4 person)

The Uated rate* for the apt are for the entire summer
from June 1, 1985 to August 14, 1985 and they are one
payment for the entire summer + applicable utilities
* Air-conditioned units available

Wednesday, April 10
lifestyle Assessment - The Student Wellness Center will be
giving free lifestyle assessments
on general wellness, nutrition,
exercise and emotional well-being today from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the Wellness Center, 220
Health Center.
Peer Nutrition Consulting Service -Open today from 11:30 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in the Student Wellness

/

l««kh>
k «■ Hdstei«If
KlHll.MMhl
l>ik\l»
11 <•«! I lib

SPECIAL
All You Can EAT
2.99

Center. For information, visit
Room 220 of the Health Center or
call 2-0302.
NTSA Membership Drive - Today is the last day for membership. Sign up in University
Hall from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., or in the Union after 5:30
p.m. All non-traditional students
are welcome to Join.
NTSA Happy Hoars - Today
from 4-6 p.m. at Sam B's.

University Theatre
Presents

April 11-13
17-20
Main Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
Students *3.00
Adults $5.00
CALL 372-2719
FOR RESERVATIONS

III

Wednesday & Thursday
4 p.m.-10 p.m.
Choose between 2 types

Summer Rental Rates:

deals specifically with sexually abused children and
common misbeliefs about
sexual assualts.
Tansel said there was a
great need for the pamphlets
because the National Child
Safety Council prints
material only once a year.

Dateline.

Have any questions about Law School or
the field of Law?

NO COVER

proached with this question
should say he cannot help the
adult because he must go
home. The pamphlet notes
that when an adult needs
help, he usually askes another adult.
The second pamphlet is
similar in information, but

of regular pizza and one foldover

®
PHOTO
CONTEST

Free Garlic Bread
with Any Purchase
eat in or carry out
(with coupon)

352-8408
836 S. MAIN

BOWLING GREEN

Winning photos will be published in the
1985-86 UAO Day-By-Day calendar. All
entries must be black and white and turned
in to the UAO office by Friday. April 12 at
5:00 p.m. No limit to the number of entries.
For contest rules and information contact
UAO. 3rd floor Union, 372-2343.
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RAs' hearing scheduled
Standards and Procedures to hear responses
Three former resident advtoers said in a meeting with Derek
Dickinson yesterday that they
wanted a hearing with the Office
of Standards and Procedures in
response to the charges filed
against them.
Dickinson is the director of
Standards and Procedures.
the RAs have been dismissed
from their jobs by Residence
Life for playing an April Fool's
Day joke. Kristen Reifert, Cara
Hennessey and Dawn Karolick

announced over McDonald
East's public address system
that a tornado had been sighted.
Minutes after that announcement, they announced that it
had been an April Fool's Day
Joke.
After losing their fobs, the
RAs were charged with disrupting a University activity and
inducing panic, false reporting
of an emergency, and participating as an accomplice.
In the meeting with Dickin-

son, the RAs were given their
chance to reply to the charges.
According to Cliff BouteUe, director of University Public Relations, the RAs had the choice
of pleading guilty to the charges
or asking Tor a bearing with the
Office of Standards and Procedures.
The hearing is scheduled for 9
a.m. Friday. BouteUe said Dickinson plans to have made a
decision on the hearing by Monday.

Jane Herman will be
honored on Thursday
by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

Tomorrow is Jane Ellen Herman day.
Herman was a student in
physical education who was
killed in a car-train accident on
Dec. 6, Ml, just six days before
she was to graduate from the
University.
Herman had been deaf since
birth, and was about to receive a
bachelor's degree in physical
education, according to Susan
Gavron. associate professor of
physical education.
Students and faculty in the
School of Health and Physical
Education and Recreation
(HPER) annually sponsor a day
in her memory.
Despite her handicap, Herman had been active in University activities, Gavron said.
Herman had been a member of
the varsity track team, and
worked In sign language, deaf
education and special education
classes. She was also a particiCin the World Games for the
in Cologne, West Germany.
.

"Jane was a very unique person who had University-wide

impact, which is unusual in any
undergraduate," Gavron said.
"After her death, students and
faculty got together and decided
there should be a memorial and
they decided on an annual day in
her honor."
THIS IS the third year that the
school has sponsored Jane Ellen
Herman day. Each year, it creates a day of programs designed
to show the many facets of the
handicapped.
Included in this year's program will be a puppet show
entitled "Kids on the Block,"
which will be presented at 10:IS
a.m. At 11 a.m. the Toledo Sight
Center and Rita Kash. a University student who is blind, will

present a program called "What
it's Like to be Blind."
Afternoon activities Include a
talk at 1:30 p.m. by Kim Anderson, a Bowling Green High
School student who is a congenital bilateral amputee - born with
no arms. At 2:45 p.m., Mary
Grigar, a housewife from Chicago, will speak on her experiences as a person with learning
disabilities.
The day's programs will be
held in Eppler Hall. The sessions
are free and attendence is not
limited to physical education
majors. "Although the programs
are all being run and organized
by the students. in past years we
have had about 200 people from
throughout the campus and
community attend."

and
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present

D0NNIE
IRIS
AND THE CRUISERS

"J.C. Heard is one of the best living drummers."
MILES DAVIS

t0

J.C. HEARD BAND
April 13 at 8 p.m.
KOBACKER HALL
Tickets: $4,6,8,10
Call: 372-0171
Part of Jazz Week VI
Bowling Green State University

University Village
1520 Clough NOW LEASING

I
I

OFFICE HOURS

•Close to campus, banks and fast food
Mon-Fri 9-5
Sat 9-12
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid
PHONE
Tenant pays electric only
352-0164
•Summer rates available
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S

with special guest

JOHN NEWLOVE

GRIZZLY

Apartments Available for Summer & Fall

Friday, April 12
8:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union
$
7.50
Students - $5.00
All seats reserved.

521 E. Merry (near the Towers)
2 BR - Furnished
715 Third St.
1 BR • Furnished (Summer only)
719 Third St.
1 BR • Furnished (Summer only)
840 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
2 BR • Furnished
850 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
2 BR • Furnished
831 Seventh St.
2 BR ■ Furnished
Forest Apts. - S. College and Napoleon Rd.
2 BR - Furnished or Unfurnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished
455 S. Enterprise
1 BR ■ Stove and Refrig. furnished
John Newlove Real Estate
For More Details, Call
354-2260 or 352-3841 (12-4pm)
or 352-6553

from Tontogany, Ohio

Student tickets are on sale in the Union ticket booth,
9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., with BGSU ID. Tickets also on sale at
Finders, The Greeting Exchange, The Shed, Boogie Records, Abbey Road Records and Gibbey's Bar.
Food, beverages, smoking, cameras and recording devices are not
permitted In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
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Generals
promoted
Holdup suspect Senate confirms two as four-stars
is denied bond
TORI SMITH, Ark. (AP) A man who the FBI says is
an official in a neo-Nazi group
linked to a $3.5 million armored car holdup was denied
bond Monday on charges of
receiving stolen money.
"We're not talking about
tax evasion here." federal
Magistrate Ned Stewart said
In refusing bond for Ardie
McBrearty, 57, of Gentry.
"We're talking about robbery. We're talking about
murder."
McBrearty was arrested
Thursday at a farmhouse in
northwest Arkansas and is
being held at the Sebastian
County Jail. Authorities have
said he is the internal security officer of The Order, a
white supremacist group.
Also on Monday, the FBI
released an affidavit in Boise,
Idaho, that said McBrearty
used stolen money to set up a
training camp in northern
Idaho for recruits in the militant group.
According to the affidavit.
McBrearty helped Randall
Radar, 33, of lone, Wash., set
up the camp north of the
Priest River last fall. Bad

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Pentagon announced on Monday
that two of the nation's moat
highly decorated World War II
generals, although long since
retired, have been confirmed by
the Senate for promotion to fourstar rank.

weather closed it late in 1964.
RADAR WAS ARRESTED
March 1 in Spokane, Wash.,
and charged with harboring a
fugitive and receiving money
from the robbery. He received about $100,000 for the
training project from the reputed leader of The Order,
Robert Mathews, the affidavit said. Mathews was slain in
a police shootout in Whidbey
Island, Wash., in December.
The FBI says the group is
responsible for the robbery of
a Brink's armored car In
Ukiah. Calif., on July 19,1984.
The Order has also been
linked to the June 1964 shooting death of Denver radio talk
show host Alan Berg.
A warrant issued March 20
in Boise charges McBrearty
with receiving stolen money
from the robbery.
At Monday's hearing, FBI
agent Jack Knox of Fayettevule said four informants told
him McBrearty was the internal security officer for The
Order. The agent said he conducted voice stress teats to
detect weaknesses in members. Some of the informants
belong to the organization,
Knox said.

Lt. Gen. James Doolittle, who
led the first bomber raid on the
Japanese mainland in 1942, and
Lt. Gen. Ira Eaker, who played
a key role as commander of U.S.
and allied air forces in Europe
and the Mediterranean, have
been confirmed "for advancement on the retired list to the

A PENTAGON OFFICIAL
who spoke on condition he not be
identified said such retirement
promotions were not without
precedent, "but they are certainly unusual."
Doolittle, 88, retired from the

COFFEEHOUSE/CONCERT
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
8-11 p.m.
Reggae Band, Food & Other
Entertainment
-part of Peace Week

WASHINGTON (AP) - The American Federation of Government Employees said Monday it
is launching a $300,000 advertising campaign to
polish the image of federal workers, who the
union says are the target of an unprecedented
attack by the Reagan administration.
Minute-long radio commercials which began
yesterday are an attempt "to put the
s and the stereotypes aside and snow the
tity and dedication of federal workers,"
AFGE President Kenneth Baylock told a news
conference.
THE ADS, with the theme "Dedicated Americans Keeping Our Country Strong," will be aired

over a three-weekperiod in nine cities and on the
CBS and Mutual Radio networks covering 1,300
stations nationwide. AFGE union locals will
develop radio and newspaper ads on regional
issues during a second phase of the campaign
"The administration's attack on the quality
and competency of the government workforce is
at an unprecedented height," said the head of the
225,000-member union, the largest in the federal
government.
The goal of the campaign is to wipe out the
stereotypical image of federal employees, who
"are not 'faceless bureaucrats' sitting behind
desks in Washington," said Blaylock.

COLUMBUS(AP) - Ohio's Department of Education now has
a toll-free telephone line to provide information about a new
program designed to locate and
assist missing children.
Franklin Walter, state instruction superintendent, says
the service is part of the department's response to a new state

505 CLOUGH STREET
NEXT TO STERLING AND DORSEYS

law establishing comprehensive
licies to deal with an increaay-serious missing children
Fisher, DShaker
snored the statute
that requires not only an increased effort on the part of law
enforcement agencies but also a
stronger effort by the schools.
"Goals of this legislation are
to work together In preventing a
child from becoming missing, to
work as a team when a child
appears to be missing to find the
child quickly, and to create an
awareness among children and
their parents of the availability
of help," Walter said.

PHONE 352-9302 (ANYTIME)

Doe ordered the release earlier in the day of four opposition
politicians implicated by the officer, Lt Col. Moses M.D. Flanzmaton, deputy commander of
the pa>c« guard. He said a
military investigation did not
find enough evidence of their
involvement.
Flanzamaton and the politicians were arrested Thursday,
three days after Doe said the
colonel raked his ieep with machine-gun fire as he returned to
the executive mansion from a
weekend outing. Doe was not
hurt, but two bodyguards riding
with him were reported
wounded
DOE ANNOUNCED the execution order at a news conference Monday and said a military
investigation had found Flanzamaton guilty.
An Associated Press reporter
witnessed the execution at a
military barracks in Monrovia,
capital of the West African country. No photographs were per-

* FLEXIBLE PAYMENT TERMS
* LAUNDRY IN EACH BUILDING

i IAS*

Come see us TODAY!
Ask about our Special Summer Rates.

834 Scott Hamilton
2 Bedrooms
Unfurnished
Close to campus
Available for 85-86 school year

I
I

Special Offer

dinner.

Carousel
Beauty Shop

I

$5

HAIRCUTS
30K off PERMS

Our 28 entrees
arm all priced
under $10

Ask for Peggy
Braiding Styles Available
140 E. WoeaMr, JS2-OS00
Mon.-Sat. 0-6:30, Thure. m 8 p.m.

Dinner Served 5 p.m.
to Midnight.

4REDKEN
CO"!**1
—
Good thru 4/24/85

NEXUS

fVARSITY SQUARE APTS.
b2-3 Bedrooms
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us pay your
heat, gas cooking, water and trash pick up.

* OVERSIZED CLOSETS
CAMPUS MANOR IS UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP & MANAGEMENT

Walter said the new law also
requires local boards of education to develop a policy with
respect to the notification of
parents or guardians when students are absent from school.

Phone 352-5335

INCLUDES
(AT NO EXTRA COST)

FREE CABLE TV
TWO BEDROOM, 1 f/a BATH APARTMENTS
PARKING AT YOUR FRONT DOOR
THREE MINUTES TO CLASSROOMS, AD
BUILDING, STORES

• Providing assistance to public and non-public schools which
are developing missing children
information programs.

Fingerprinting will be optional. Parents will have to sign
authorization forms and when
their children's fingerprints are
taken, the fingerprint cards will
be turned over to them for safe

*
*
*
*

$145.00 per person per month

* ALL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING

Among other things, the law
requires school districts to develop informational programs
for students and parents, and to
develop fingerprinting systems
in cooperation with law enforcement agencies.

the following:
• Development of a directory
of resources for assistance in
locating B>jsjsjsj| children.
• Providing emergency flyers
with pictures and physical descriptions of missing children to
law enforcement agencies and
the news media.
• Developing literature describing for children situations
in which they could be in danger,
and what they should do if they
are kidnaped or become lost.

* APARTMENTS FOR RENT*

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
(4 person apt. occupancy)

THE TELEPHONE NUMBER, for use by local school
districts, law enforcement agencies, state agencies, parents or
other interested persons is 1-80032MM4. It will be open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to
4:45 p.m.

waiter says a new state-level
education program will include

OTHERS BY APPOINTMENT

CHECK THESE SAVINGS FOR NEXT YEAR

*
*
*
*

MONROVIA, Liberia (AP) The presidential guard colonel
accused of trying to assassinate
head of state Samuel Doe was
executed by a firing squad Monday on the Iiberian leader's

Missing children given aid

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS

OFFICE HOURS: 1 0-3 p.m.

Eaker, who will be 89 on April
13, was responsible for organizlngthe Vm Bomber Command
in England in 1942. He became
commander of the 8th Air Force
before Doolittle, going on to become the commander-in-chlef of
the Mediterranean Allied Air
Forces.

Ads used to improve image

Union Oval
/VV
12-6:00 p.m.
J&fr/
Thursday, April 11 ^//

I

The nominations for the promotion were said to have been
sent to the Senate recently by
President Reagan, but the announcement did not specify
when the Senate had voted to
confirm them.

military in July 1946. After leading the first bombing raid on
Japan on April 18, 1943, he became the commander of the 13th
Air Force In North Africa and
eventually, the commander of
the 8th Air Force in the European and Pacific theaters.

Federal workers promoted

i

PEACE VIGIL, <*.

Ede of (four-star) general,"
Pentagon said.

Accused
assassin
executed

OFFKE LOCATED
1097 Varsity East

353-771S

*
*
*
*
*

Private entrance
Single story
HQUK,
Laundry facilities
Monday -Friday 9-1,2 -5
Quiet living
saiurdoy 10-12
Children & pets welcome
AiKAtOUTOU* MOVt IN STKIAt.

->
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RSA ROOMMATE DAY

Amy Lafllar. I am number 3 and you'ta
numbat 4,1 guaaa 7 la out lucky
numbar Thanks lot being a graat toomla,
ABeon

Ann. Carrie, a Kim.
My peeudo roomiee Get reedy tor i
wad year m our apartment naxt
year!! Love you guya. Mary Kay

ANNE WALSH! THANKS FOR BEING A
GREAT ROOMMATE! 4 YEAR*?
LOVE LINDA ELLEN

BARB URBAN. I'm glad you lound a
man you realy love. Good luck
to you and Ron
Love. Amy

BUG BED:
You're the best! Let's cruise to
Europe! We made N 4 yaaral
AM

Borrower.
Good kick with your new wile You make
a greet couple (Expecting any yet?)
You're doing a great Job with your
oftce. Thanks tor two fun years
Proud and Glad to be your roommate.
Tha PE Kid

CAROL, CHERLY, SUE ANO SKELETONS.
QUOTE- UNQUOTE YOU GUYS ARE THE
OREATESTI I'M SORRY IT'S GETTING
CROWDED M OUR ROOM WITH ALL
MY SKELETON FPJENO*!
HAVE A GREAT ROOMMATE OAYI
LOVE. JOE (TAMMY)

Came Am. Hoppa. Joenie
You guya are grea! friend*. Hare la
to summer tunl (Mooee'e. MM. Brian
A B day) Love, Jon
•

Charvoua. Nanc Romance. Nutty. Sue.
Since I don't have any roommates
|eo to speak) I'm sanding DUB to
tha people I fool ere my roommates
You a* have been great trienOe
Thanks Hare • to aummor fun!
Love. Jennrtun

Chnata "Excuse mo. Buddy,
THATS NOT FOR SALEI" Un

Onda. Deep** that Kite problem you have
with Oriatan. you're tha beat "about
beaufBur roommate I could hop* tor
(Oh. and those banes') I'l maa our
Taco Bel run* next year...and you too
Love. Jen*

Cormna. carmine or Abdu.
Thanka for being a graat roomie
II man you next year.
Low. Mary Kay

Dsnlsls. Akvaya remember our crazy Hmee
(6 out-ol-7, Spanky, Slam A Shack.
BVottiMd'a Boat. "Relax". Motown.
"the lorrael."painting algna, stick
trans ItorJng Oothae. aoopng (I). CS(?|.
|nd dancing our t off!) You've boon It* beef
rl mas you naxt tall Love. Kale

DEAR DEB. THANKS FOR PUTTaVXJ
UP WITH ME TOPHER

DW
FROM THE TOP OF THE LOFT.
CW

Good Luckl In the lulu.. Chan).
I ami mie* you. Lorn, Beoser

KENDRA ANO CORINA. YOU'RE THE BEST
TWO ROOMMATES A GUV COULD EVER
ASK FOR
LOVE. DARREU

Good luck on yout Final examl
Graat to heva a toommate Mia you!
Kanml

KIM RICHARDS
You'ta toommaia (friend) )uat wanted you
to know mat aha tranka you'ta ma
gtaataat" Tnanka lor being my mand
and speck* alatar. I'm REALLY gonna
muja you next semeetorl
Lava. Kaiy

HA HA, VERY FLINNYI STEVE'S BUNO'
THANKS DAN' - DANE

Happy'

l day Dave from Phil

Pam Fete. Liu MOM. Chris Nero
Happy Roommate Day" Can't wan a
nail year but Ural, let's IM
a plaoa lot naxt yaat" Ha
Love ya. Lynda

Pam lletmk), Ccvtgratutettons on being
■elected commander ol Anoel BgM
next yaarl Youl be lerrKIc!
Love. Amy

J.E. TO MY WONDERFUL ROOMIE. FRIENI
NO "HONORARY" SISTER. HAVE A GOO
ONE. LOVE L.I.V.E.D.

RATTY CURTIS (ROOMIE)
YOU'RE THE GREATEST! LOVE JEN

Sue, N'a bean e graat eomoMerl
Thanks for all your help!
Love ya, Nloota

Paula, You're the boat roommate I'll
ever have. CoAnn It lucky to oat a
roommate like you. Love, Debbie

Laurie,
This year has bean tun! I'm going
10 mlea you next year. My room
won't bo e Jungle etiymorell (You will
have to come up and change my room
around!) Love, Tyre

PPQ and KIMBY
4 years and 52 War - with only 31 days
to go. Let's make these laat 4 1/2 weeks
together the beat And (us! lor the record
I'm gonna be lost without my Pom and Kim.
I love you! Treen

Janet- How many days unM you aay
Food tor how many? and tha c.d says
FOOD FOR FIFTY! Donne

LINDA MADISON THANKS FOR A GREAT
YEAR ROOMIE! LOVE YA. DIANNA

Putty, Your the greateet roommele end
Irlendl Trunks tor everything. I'm
looking tonvard to the naxt 3 years
tool Lore ya, Connie

Unde.
You're i
We've had eome lamessc amee and
I'm looking forward to many more to come
I love you! Susie

JENNY- HAPPY ROOMMATE DAY!!
Thanks lor bamg a super friend
and roommate. Love ye, Carrie

Uoa lettlmore. I love ya tots!
Theni tor everything! Sara

. Jim.
You've boon the beat roommate 1 could
ever oak tor It wl be hard waning
1 1 2 years to do It again, but 1 wl
1 love you' n man you.

Man/- You may not be
my roommate but you're the "best'
Love, Juno

A.

Karen A Marty.
How dd you know? You've been greet!
Karen, have fun In Odor Pont Marty
the Nezi a w* let up I wl be
thinking ol you while I'm In
Florida on the beach
Love. Angle

KAREN.
YOU RE A GREAT ROOMIE ILL MISS
YOU NEXT YEAR FRIENDS ALWAYS".
LOVE. SIS'

Keskty. Thanks tar being such e greet
roommate! I to** you tots! Lor*, Larl

ate ever!
'ou're the araetaet r
tot el the fun we have had In the ta at
a a aupar summer.
Love ye, Lynn C.

To Rube. Con. Care, a Mom
I don't tha* I could have made it
without you Love Veg

Stem/
Al tret ■ mat waa out of convtence.
than ■ grew together, thru harderape.
A thru so many good amee Now 1
wouldn't have It any other way.
You're the greateet roomie.
1 love you, Uee

Janoen To the beat "Roomie'' 1 could
aaklor Thanks tor al the wad and
crazy ttmee we've had the peat two
yaaral Let's make the teat two years
even greater Love ya' Jl

Julie A Hat. naxt year will bo
great huhl WHd pefflee, guys and
til iwghtera. Law*. Karia

Al 60 ol you ate the beat
roommatea I could ever as* for
Ther**-Lov*, Heidi

Pattl Northern- I cant wart until
mil tall We'll have a blaatll
Your future roomie. Katie

LAURA. OEB. A KIM
THANKS FOR ALL THE FUN, LAUGHTER
ANO SMILES YOU THREE ARE THE BEST
DZ LOVE, JANE

You've bean a terrific roommate and
a greet Mand. Baal of luck m
Montana naxt year I'm euro gonna
maa you Karen

Yo Elan. From King's Inn with Ho and
Oart and 3 AM buaaa mat nayat showed up
to tha Adnan-Lyaol experience (who
got too attached?), that aameater haa
been "about baauOul' It won't be
me samew/o you nextyaar But. hay.
ICan you aay Big Country quietly* Love. Jane

KRU5TI MULS
THANKS FOR COMING TO VISIT.
EVEN r YOU ARE A BRAT.

HEKX THANKS FOR BEING A GREAT
ROOMMATE ANO A GREAT FRIEND
I CANT WATT UNTIL NEXT YEAR
CHRISTY

JENNJENN
THANKS FOR A GREAT YEAR!
NETTNETT

SKEEO.
YOUR A GREAT ROOMMATE. BUT A
BETTER FPJENO LETS MAKE OUR
LAST YEAR THE BEST YET"
LOVE YA (ALWAYS ANO FOREVER)!
SIS #3

Thanks lor being the beat roommate
and a GREAT friend
Loire, Jan

Mickey tocorvetl. you have bean the
boat roomie In the world. Love. Teresa

Matty and Lb.
Wa cant wal tor naxt yawl
Love. Jan and Michelo

Mom- Im ax* ol M tha freeh women
Let* g*t ofii "I ate* I love you
(U.V.)I Mom

Nancy-We'<

arnoel made It. Juat
il You're the beet
ever! I love yout Suzl

RaavM Have a GREAT Day!
Love. Shety

Ray.
Hey Taaaaa' I salute you, one down laxnoet)
nd one to go. You've made R so much mora
bearable Tnanka for everything1 Lets
snare many more "Predoue Momenta"'
Akvaya I Forever, Skeege

ROCHELLEYOU ARE STsLL MY FOOMIE AT HEART
HAPPY FOOMMATE DAY! LOVE VTCKI

Roomie r*c'1 don't axe you."
But I aura krv you!
Cheers to 'ya! Leva. Suzanne

Sue lor a it Suean?) Manor.
Juat wantad to take tha chance to
aay "Thanks' for being the beat
roommate Hope fheyl let us room
together at the convent If not.
we'l May hare and maybe have 4 by
3 30 Junky year' Love ya, Hoty (Rool

Susie, you are a i •M i
I love you! Linda

Surl, nancy A Susie,
I oan't wall until next year- than
we'l. be the inseparable touraomol
ou hoeors are the grooteet rooiwmatee ai
Love yet Linda

Auraouo roommate
who la akvaya tut of
eurpneee Your the beat.
Pan

Tarn. Michaie. > Kety
411- The place to be' Hols
Hob agafil Hero* sometnng for
you gaypera to put In your scrap
books It's boon e greet year.
guya- I'm gonna mat* you next year!
Keep it touch! I love ya! Wan

TERESA BOUNSKI
YOU'RE THE BEST ROOMIE EVER1
HAVE A GREAT OAYI
LOVE. MICHELLE

TERESA MYOU'RE STRANGE. DERRANGEO. ANO
OBNKKXIS BUT A GREAT ROOMMATE'
JUST WAIT TU. NEXT YEARI
LUV. SPROUT
(THE SHORT ONE WHO SOMETIVIES
MISSES THE BED)

SANOY AND KATHY
LONG UVE MONSTER PIZZA'S"
LOVE. KELLY

What can I aay? You are the beat
oommate I ever had. Thanka tor waking
me up In lite A.M. Whal'a up for this
weekend? love ya. K.ir.y

SARA HAPPY RCIOMMATE DAYi LOVE K

IMMf PfO#ll*VOWbi
rr• bMn quit* a ywr.
Cm't MM lor HION "Etwh
HnpftMMofl ■ Out ln# •ntyJOW.
Earts and Pearls,
Chowder Pleeb

SCHOOL'S NOT 4-EVER LIZ- KEEP IT UP.
YOUR ROOMMATE t FRIEND JANE.

Todd. Dan A Scott
Onry *ve more weeks you have to put
up with us But I know you I mat
my cooking1 Love you guya. A

Have a greet day future roomie!

Meter Chrieama (Cleo)
Itaapy Rliattltll Day. Hex
Lava ye late, Cerrte

TO MARY RICHEY (OUR NEW ROOMIE)
WE LOVE YOU
CHUCK. TOM ANO SHfTHEAD

To say I
You or* kath graat laommolee and
Lava ye both. Kathy

ToShaaay.
he beat roommate anyone could aver navel

ToSuaUB
You have been e rooty greet RoorrMo'
I hope your next years roomie a) M
leaal nut as good as I was
(Juat kidding Randyl
Love. ANUT

To Thaler. Oeneer, KUnk and all
tha others who've "spent time"
with us Thanks tor the memories.
Haitian.

To VOBUH the Legend- the rtterestlng.
laetnatxrg study God from the land ol
Real Bean Good Luck «i your never
erxtng struggle ogams! the mode dees

TRACY, LOVE MY PSUEOO ROOMY
KATMY

Wei. I'a boon two- gong on three.
Jackie Trumi and I'm glad You're
a terrific "roomie

Wendy-O- Hay. Happy Roommate Day
You're the greatest1 Juat wanted to
let you know you're appreciated
Love ya' Amos

YoCmda.
What am I going to do naxt year
without you aa a roommate I guaaa
wal Juat have to go out a lot
to make up lor it You've bean
e great friend A roomie
Love. Elan P S Tha flrnt

Yo Jane
Remember. Stove. Scott. Todd.
Freddie. Thursday mghta. weekend*.
pome*. Ftorid*. Al, Paul. Mark
Wal there s a tot more good limes
ahead You're a grew roorrae II maw
you naxt year. Elan PS I do and do .

Yonl,
Yoisr HM beat roomie In tha world
LM'a make some smgum leaaars!
Love. Yonl 2

Yvotte. you are a trip, but nice

Trice) Kozak.
Good Luck on your upcoming fvtatt1
Study Hard! Have e r«ce summer I
Heart You Amy

WCHELLE OREATHOUSE
AUY. YOU ARE THE BEST ROOMMATE
AND FMCNO A PERSON COULD HAVE.
TrLAMK YOU FOR ALL THE THONG!
YOU DO. I LOVE YOU.
TESSSHOCKA

Sports.
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Ruggers overcome bad
weather and Ohio State
by Roger MazzareUa
sports reporter
Bowling Green's club Rugby
team got back on the winning
track by sweeping three
matches against Ohio State last
weekend. The Falcon ruggers
dumped the Buckeyes by scores
of 11-4, 27-6 and 16-11 as BG
made its final tuneup before this
week's Mid-American Conference rugby tournament in Oxford.
In the first match, BG held a
slim 3-0 lead for nearly three
quarters of the first half on the
strength of a Mark Laimbeer
penalty kick. The lead changed
hands, however, when OSU fly
half Carl Price scored after a
series of rucks in the last second
of the opening period.
"We let our guard down just a
bit and State found an opening,"
BG coach Bill Cotton said.
The Falcons actually had to
face another opponent besides
the Buckeyes as BG had to run
its offense into a gail force wind.
Using a ball control offense,
highlighted by Laimbeer's linednve grub kicks, the Falcons

denied the Buckeyes any chance
to use the wind to their advantage.
^•We kept the ball close to the
forwards as much as possible,"
BG captain Dave Meyer said.
THE STRATEGY worked as
the Falcons shut out the Bucks
until toe brief defensive lapse
allowed them to score late in the
period.
With the wind at their backs
in the second half, Cotton turned
his troops loose and Laimbeer's
low towering punts kept OSU
from coming within striking distance the rest of the match.
Control of the match passed
from BG's forwards to their
backline.
With the Buckeye backs playing deep in anticipation of Laimbeer's aerial assults, the
Falcons found themselves with
wide patches of undefended field
rto ground attacks. Using
opening, scrum half Bill
Miller started two passing
movements that ended with
wing Jeff Weemhoff touching
down in the end zone. The two
tries gave the Falcons the lead
for good as they won going

How WELL Are You?
WELLNESS is more than the
absence of disease...
TbeWeU
220 Health Center
Wed. April 10
11:00 to 4:00

ProutHall
Mam Lounge
TTiurs. Aprilll
11:00 to 4:00

Find out how well you are with a
FREE lifestyle assessment by the
Student Wetness Center.
NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
Choose your Summer
Apartment NOW!!!
* 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
* Apartments, houses, duplexes
* Bargain rates
* Summer Rates
* Very close to campus

336 S. MAIN

y~

352-5620
■I ta

The BGSU
Board of

X

LtgQ Student

Publications
is now accepting
applications for:

Summer Editor,
BG News
• Editor, Miscellany
1985-86 academic year
Editor, Gavel
1985-86 academic year
Editor, Obsidian
1985-86 academic year
Editor, The KEY
1985-86 academic year

\

Applications available: 106
University Hall
DEADLINE: Wednesday, 3 p.m. April 17 y£

away, 11-4.

With the offense in high gear.
BG took advantage of the wind
in first half of the second match
to reel off 23 points in the 27-6
victory.
Wing Carl Vella scored twice
and was joined by fellow back
Chuch Smith. Forwards Don
Lonsert, Jon Sweede and Dave
Cramer tallied solo efforts while
flyhalf Fred Parshall added a
penalty kick.
RAIN AND SNOW combined
with the wind in the third match,
but BG managed to outlasted the
Bucks, 18-11.
Rookie Larry Carlson and
Dallas Black scored tries along
with veteran back Chris Miller.
Wing Scott Eising and BG's Sri
Lankan fly half Sivagnanadasan
Vasanthan both booted conversion kicks.
The &-2-1 Falcons will travel
to Oxford this weekend to defend
their MAC title. BG has won the
title the past three years as well
as the Junior division title the
past two years.
Trying to block BG's path will
be the always strong Miami
Redskins along with two darkhorse contenders, Kent State
and Central Michigan.
"We beat Miami and Kent
last fall and Central last
spring," Cotton said. "But with
the way college teams can
change, we really don't know
how strong any of them will be."
The Falcons will find out soon
enough as they received a bye in
the first round of the two-day
event and start their title defense against the winner of the
CMU-KSU match at 1 p.m. Saturday;^

Photo/ Bob Graves

Bowling Green rugby team captain Dave Meyer
clears a loose ruck in Saturday's 11-4 win over Ohio

State in BG's College Park. The Falcons took all
three games from the Buckeyes.

NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR
'Two-bedroom apartments
* Fully furnished
* Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
' Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Located at Clough & Mercer Sts. 1 block
behind McDonalds Restaurant.
Call Rich at 352-7182

PEACE WEEK EVENT
Jill Gates from the Seneca
Encampment for a Future of
Peace and Justice will be
speaking on the Women's
Peace Movement
Wednesday, April 10, 1985
112 Life Science Bldg.
8:00 p.m.
Free and open to all
Sponsored by Women for Women and
the Peace Coalition
»«M9t!«a«»»ssssss!

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

MARKETING/MANAGEMENT
National Company has several summer
openings in northeast, northwest, and central Ohio. Field oriented marketing and
management of other college students. Salary, bonuses and expenses for the right
person. Must work all summer, auto necessary. Please send work history, major
area of study, and city you plan to five in for
the summer to:
HYCITE CORP.
ATTN. MS. RONSHAUGEN
1380 DUBLIN RD #14
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215

Meadowview Court
Apartments
N"u I (Msing |<>i 85 86 Si liool War
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included'gas heat#laundry facilities
•drapes»carpet«party & game room
•swimming pool*sauna
$270 furnished
$250-unfurnished
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$270-fumlshed
$265-unfumished
Plus gas & electric.
Landlord pays water & sewage

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-fumlshed
$2O0unfumished
Plus electric.
Landlord pays gas heat, water & sewage
rwt ■■*>«* to Otnymod Hokk Spt ■fait'

214 Napoleon Rd
Bowling Green, Ohio
352-1195
lOBBBaBBMBBlBBBOBBI

Ridge Manor Apartments
519 Ridge
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 Bedroom & 1 Bedroom
Gas heat
Furnished
Garbage disposals
Laundry Facilities
$385-$460 per month
Model Apt. Is *12

IPDOBBI

SELLING & SALES
MANAGEMENT CLUB

Congratulations to Our New
Executive Officers:
President
Jim Kadar
Vice Pres
John Manke
Treasurer
Kim Fasanelli
Secretary
Susan Olds
Also, welcome to our new advisors:
Dr. West and Dr. Bennion.
IBBBBBBBBBBBBBBI
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Cleveland service employees may walk out
CIJSVELAND (AP) - Some
390 when, ticket-takers and security police for Cleveland Indian games will meet tomorrow
Tin the Cleveland suburb of
: to decide if they
will strike during the American
League team's home opener Saturday with the New York Yankees.
The employees, members of
Service Employees International Union Local 85, are

threatening to strike because of
a proposal that would cut their
wages almost SO percent, said
Terrance Michel, a union
kesman and security po-

security personnel.
"It's not been a lack of negotiating," Michel said. "Wepve
been frying to do that."
Glen Prlebis, a Frain executive who is negotiating with the
union, was unavailable for comment yesterday, a secretary at
his Chicago office said.

Michel said he hoped negotiations would continue this week,
involving the union and Andy
Frain Services Inc., a Chicagobased management group hired
by the Indians in March to manage ushers, ticket-takers and

AN INDIANS SPOKESMAN
said he could not comment on
whether the team plans to hire

replacements in the event of a
strike.
Honey is the issue holding up
an agreement, Michel said. Ushers and ticket-takers earned
$8.25 an hour and security officers were paid $9 an hour under
a contract previously negotiated
with Indians officials. That contract was renewed for one year
at the start of the 1984 season.
After being hired by the team,
Frain's negotiators originally

offered a 15 an hour across-theboard salary to union employees, Michel said. That offer later
was revised to $5 an hour for
ushers and ticket-takers, and |8
an hour for security officers.
"The only thing we really
want is fairness," Michel said.
"They aren't being fair to us.
There is no real cause for this
decrease. They're trying to
make a profit at our expense."
MICHEL SAID unionized em-

ployees, such as groundskeepers
and ticket-sellers, received pay
hikes this year in talks with
team officials.
Members of Local 85 most
likely would accept a 5 percent
Ely cut, Michel said. He added,
owever, that the proposal from
Frain digs too deeply into the
pockets of part-time, seasonal
employees who depend on the
pay to supplement income from
other jobs.

Esasky's future looking up Chicago wins opener, 2-1
CINCINNATI (AP) - There's
a noticeable contentment
about Cincinnati Reds third
baseman Nick Esasky these
days, a peace that wasn't
nearly so evident early in
spring training.
After a discouraging 1964
season that saw him ui and out
of the lineup, and then his offseason decision to sit out winter baseball that put him in the
front office's doghouse, Esasky
came into training camp expected to play backup to
Wayne Krenchicki.
But things happened along
the way. Krenchicki, known for
steady hitting throughout his
career, slumped at the plate
and then hurt his back.
Esasky, trying to retool the
mammoth swing that produced
awesome homers and awful
strikeouts, proved a quick
learner.
JUST WHEN IT looked like
bis career was threatened,
Esasky has salvaged his swing

with the help of batting coach
Billy DeMars and has earned
back the starting job. Along
with the job has come contentment.
"I feel really confident and
relaxed. I'm enjoying it,"
Esasky said. "Last year was so
bad that I wasn't enjoying it. It
became a task, and it became
worse and worse.
"You've got to be relaxed to
get the most of your ability."
DeMars spent most of the
spring getting the right-handed
Esasky to keep his left shoulder in toward the plate during
his swine, to take a level cut,
and to eliminate unnecessary
motion.
Esasky looked lost at the
plate in the first week and a
half of exhibition games. Then
something clicked, and he went
on a hitting tear.
AS HE MASTERED DeMars' advice, Esasky began
producing. He wound up with a

I
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MEETING TONIGHT

for what was the last hit off
Sutcliffe who struck out three
and walked one.
Pittsburgh
OOO 000 010-1
Chicago
100 100 OOl -2
Game Winning RBI — Moreland (1).
E—Ray, Foil, Dunston,. DP—Pittaburgh I. LOB—Pittsburgh 7, Chicago
10. 2B—Matthews. ./Thompson. Mazillll. HR-Moreland (1) SB—Wynne
(1).
Pittsburgh
IP H R H IB SO
RhodnL.O 1
623 8 2 2 3 4
Tekulve
1-30001 1
DRoblsn
10 0 0 0 0
Chicago
SutcllH W.I-0
7 2-361123
LeSmth S,l
11-300003
T—3:01. A—34.551.

Domino's Pizza Dollvers.Froo
Dinner for 4
•7M
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• Free cable
• We pay heat, water,
trash removal
• Air conditioning
• Swimming pools
• Garbage disposals
• Wall to wall carpet
• On site, full-time maintenance
• Laundry facilites

352-0164

ROCKLEDGE
MANOR
LARGE APARTMENTS

' SPECIAL SUMMER RATES *

• Furnished • Two bathrooms • Garbage disposal
• Dishwasher • Laundry facilities available
-Plenty of extra storage spaceLocated on corner of S. College and 6th
Call 352-3841, 12-4 p.m. or 354-2260
John Newlove, Real Estate

M

Two Bedroom/Two Bathroom
Apartments starting as low as
$10750 per month or $459/
semester (4 person)
Why pay more when the
best is for less?

Now Leasing
•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for
Tenant Pays Electric Only
Summer Rates Available
Rental Office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough
Behind Wendy's

I

FAST-FREE DELIVERY
352-1539

M

a**a

JG: 255 Mel^l Hall \

SAT 9-12

Hours:
Sun.-Thur. 4-2
Fri. & Sat. 4-3

H

BWJI

Accepting applications for the 1985-86
school year. Applications available in 405 Student
Services. Applications due by Monday, April 22.
Thurs. April 11

*

2-10" one item pizzas
Plus one cola

WINTHROP TERRACE]
APARTMENTS

THE STUDENT ATHLETIC
BOARD - THE STUDENT
VOICE IN BGSU ATHLETICS

OPEN

M

1599

I
H

HI

(419) 562-2039

1

2-12" one item pizzas
Plus 2 colas
Dinner for 2

Ml

JOB ATTUCAT10N MAIUNOS

7 p.m.
Alumni Room, 3rd Floor Union
Speaker from:
Johnson & Johnson
Members & guests welcome.

1322

wn-i comuLTA-non
raonaaoHAL ma
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University Courts-

OFFICE HOURS

Bob Dernier singled to deep
short but was picked off first by
Rhoden. Ryne Sandberg struck
out. but Gary Matthews followed
with a double to right, went to
third on the first of Leon Durham's three hits and scored on
Moreland's single to left.
With one out in the third, Rhoden singled for the first hit off
Sutcliffe and Marvell Wynne
beat out an infield hit. Sutcliffe
then retired the next two batters.
Thompson led off the Pirate
fourth with a double. He tried to
go to third when a pitch bounced
off catcher Jody Davis' glove
but was thrown out by Davis.
George Hendrick then flied
out but Tony Pena singled to left
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SELLING & SALES
MANAGEMENT CLUB

Falcons to play today
Bowling Green's baseball,
team had its double-header
against Kent State canceled yesterday due to inclement
weather. However, the Falcons
will put their 9-11 record up
against Siena College this afternoon at 2, at BG's Warren
Stellar Field.
Because of a Mid-American
Conference rule, the Kent game
will not be made uo.

"In those 30 at-bats, I wasn't
just making contact. I was
making contact and hitting? the
ball hard," Esasky said. ' As I
get the swing down better, I
should be able to make more
contact. I should get better as
time goes on, as I keep working
on it.*
The Reds, who were off Tuesday before finishing a twogame series with Montreal on
Wednesday, could use Esasky's power in the lineup. So it's
no surprise when player-manager Pete Rose indicates
Esasky will be the starter as
long as he produces.

CHICAGO (AP) - Keith Moreland drove in two runs with a
single and a home run and Rick
Sutcliffe won his 15th consecutive regular-season game yesterday to lead the Chicago Cubs
to a 2-1 opening-day victory over
the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Sutcliffe, the 1964 Cy Young
winner who had a 16-1 record for
the National League East champions last year, went 7 2-3 innings. Sutcliffe, who allowed six
hits and struck out three, surrendered his only run when
pinch-hitter Lee Mazzilli
doubled in the eighth and scored
on a single by Jason Thompson.
Lee Smith struck out three of
the four batters he faced to earn
the save.
Moreland singled in a run in
the first inning and led off the
fourth with his home run off
loser Rick Rboden.
THE CUBS TOUCHED Rhoden for four hits in the first
Inning but managed only one
run.
BS3ESSBSS9

Two Tulane
students plead
guilty In scandal
New Orleans (AP) - Two Tulane students, one a member of
the basketball team, pleaded
guilty yesterday in connection
with the Green Wave basketball
point-shaving scandal, District
Judge Alvin Oser said.
David Rothenberg, 22, a student from Wilton, Conn., and
Bobby Thompson, 21, a littleused guard, entered the pleas in
a surprise court appearance and
face sentencing on July 9 after
an investigation by the state's
Department of Corrections,
Oser said.
Thompson pleaded guilty to
one count of conspiracy to commit sports bribery, Rothenberg
to two counts of conspiracy and
one count of possession of cocaine, Oser said.

Cubs Sutcliffe remains in Cy Young winning form

.281 average, four homers to tie
Eric Davis for the team lead,
and a club-high IS runs batted
in.
Most impressive of all,
Esasky went a stretch of 30 atbats without a strikeout - a
major turnaround from his career rate of one strikeout per
three at-bats.

CHECK US OUT!
YOU CAN'T BEAT US
LOCATIONS AT: Summit St.. Palmer Avm. A Napoleon Rd.
OFFICE AT: 400 Napoleon
Weekday 9-5, Saturday 10-3 and evenlngt by appointment
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Classifieds
Reword Lost ladles gold watch Thursday 4/4
Extreme sentimental value Please can 3725773 anytime.
LOST Woman's antique gold watch Lost on
wsy to Malh'Science BWg from Dunber Sentimental value Reward* II found please can

Apt! 10. 1985

CAMPUSICITY EVENTS
AIM w* pick up me tut begs in mt residence
hats today Ksap'tmCTrrSng!'1

Keren 372-3236
REWARD
Ladkee gold bracelet with Kalheryn" Bel on
csmpua. Apr! 2 Cal anytime. 364-8478

Atln Saang a Sakw Management Club

Members
Meeting tonight at 7.00 p m xr the Alumni
Room. 3rd Floor. Union Members and Quests
welcome Johnson ft Johnson w. present the
speaker

RIDES

ATTN STUDENTS STILL LOOKING FOB SUMMER WORK H you would eke to learn how to
run a business, gain experience that IBM.
XEROX. PG etc are looking lor. earn coasge
credit and make $4322 this summer, there wi
be interviews Tuea twed an OOandaOOm
Rm 61 of the Falcon Ptaze or 7 00 Tuea . Rm
205 Hayes or Wed at 7 00 Rm 302 Hannah
Please be on time'
SO Saang Club
Meeting Wednesday Apr! 10. 1985
9 00 p m MSC 222

Ride needed to Oeyton me weekend (Apr! 1214) It anyone a goavj and has room lor one or
knows of anyone going please cal Barb at
2-8482 W help wan gee SS

DON'T MISS THE AFRICAN DINNER 85
APRIL 13. 1985
5 30 N 6 COMMONS
EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
Friday April 12
Tontogeny Legion Hal
FASHION SHOW -African Clothes
April 12 1985
5 30 AMANI
FREE
FILM THE PEACEMAKER
RM 220 MSC BIG. APRIL II 1985. 7 30
FREE

Abortion, pregnancy tests
student rates
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo
419-255-7769

"FREE Lifestyle Assessments"
— General weilneit. nutrition, exercise.
emotional well-being
TODAY — Student Wanness Center 11:004:00 (2nd Boor ol Health Center)
Join the Bowling Green Selling Club. Introductory meeting, Wed., April 10.10S5 al 900
Busy H3 IMC Btdg. All Welcome To Attend.

AFRICAN DINNER

MAVNARD FERUGUSON S ORCHESTRA IN
CONCERT
Central Junior High School Auditorium. Findtty
Wed April 10.8pm
Tickets SB. avaaabts si the door

AFRICAN
WEEK 85
Apr. 613 1985

AMY and BOBBY
Congratulations on your lavalierlng' I think the
world of you both and I'm so happy you're
together Good luck with your future Together.
I know It wi be wonderful lor you
I love you both. ESen
Apply to be a member ol the 1MS-1MS
Intremurel Advisory Board Applications may
be obtained from the Intramural office in
Room 1M SRC. Deadline lor applications la
Friday April 12th.

SUNSHINE NIGHT AT UPTOWNII
Coma lo Uptown TONIGHT and parly with the
Chi O'sl II Cover goes to Sunshine Children's Home In Toledo. Have tun while
esjakpartmg a needy chertty.

BarbCogan.
Exceasnl performance in UAO's 'Cabaret'
Phi Mu love
^
BrCHrNIS BIA CONGO
OF DETROIT. Ml AT
AFRICAN DINNER
BIKE AUCTION
Aprs 17. 1965 in the Forum
viewng al 2 30 p m . auction at 3.30 p.m.
petes, rawery. anq many other items.

THE PEER NUTRITION CONSULTING SERVICE IS OPEN TODAY FROM 11 30 AM lo I 00
PM IN THE STUDENT WELLNESS CENTER,
ROOM 220 HEALTH CENTER. (2-03021
Have you ever wanted to go on the National
Student Exchange? YOU STILL CAN QO
NEXT YEARI 4t colleges sre stlU open - eutof-etate tuition fees are waived and you can
make sure thai ail of your claaaea taken there
will tranafer beck to BOSU. Contact 3724202
or 231 Adminlstrstlon before more schools
clossl

LOST • FOUND

GOVERNMENT HOMES from S1
(U repalrl Aleo detnquent tax property Cal 1 605-687-6000 Ext QHD848 lot Jnlormstlon
EArWaSOMCY
Be Your Own Boss
Share with others your reeUta on this weight
loss-gam or maintain nutritional herbal weight
loss program. I went horn e size 12 to e sirs 6
In tree month* We aato have an herbal energy
tablet that keeps you alert Let us explain the
marketing thai Saturday Cat 372-4481 tor
detaaa

JELLO JAeSJOREE
JELLO JAMBOREE
JELLO JAMBOREE

LOBE WEKIHT NOW
WITH ALL NATURAL HEALTH AND NUTRI
TION PRODUCTS LOSE 10 29 LBS PER
MONTH 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ASK ME HOW, CALL 353-0143

L.R — I can't baSave it's almost over. We've
had laughter, tears, and so much fun' Mr
Friendly8. 6 Ds ol M J Ms. Varna's Rhino.
EASTER BUNNYIII. and the Mannequin at
Penny's -I'm such the model' Thanks lor
everylhng trxs year. You've helped me through
so much Heppy L R Day' Love anvaya, L.R. 2
Need something tor your
•roe so
lo do?
Donnielria-Apr. 12
UAO
Fobbed Tank Tope $4 95 - $10 95
Jeans N Things Open Tonight hi
8:00 p.m.
RSA LITTLE BetS WEEKEND RSA
APR*. 12-141
SAM B'S HAPPY HOURS- 4 TO 6pm
IF YOU ARE 21. WE WILL BE HAPPY
TO SERVE V0U1

FOB INFO. ON SPACE SAVING LOFTS:
Cell The Loft Conilrudton
4 Sloraoa Serrlcs
atSSI-UM
• SPECIAL DISCOUNTS are being
ottered for Spring sign-ops lor faj
delivery ol apt and dorm lofts

NEED HELP IN CS 100 OR MS 200? I can
neap — very reaeoneblel Cell Dave et 3521120.

WANTED
F. rmte. own room a bath, free uwities (except
elect > phone) Laundry, a/c. pool Start May
15 Cal Juaa or Jodie 353 0865
I or 2 lam rmte lor 85'BS school yew. UnY
vBege Cal 2-3868 II interested
3 female roommelee lo suDleeae house tor
summer Completely lurnlahed Excellent locaIWn on Enterpnee and Wooeler 354-8470
Roommate needed lor Spring/Summer
Apt Come, of S Coasge > Napoleon,
near drive-thru fleaaoneble. Cat Don
or Demon 354-8141.
Needed Two tamest roommelee tor 85-86
school year. Furnished spsrtment. dose lo
campus For more silo, cal And! el 354-8114
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COMaNG
COMING
COMING
COMING

Attention College SludenH
National Company needs 15 students tor tut
Hme summer employment. Earn S1.5O0-S3.500 — cash schotararaps — can work In
hometown Guaranteed income, pars many
benefits, need trenaportatlon Apply In parson
Thursday or Frlrjsy Apr! Iltr.or 12th at one of
the lolowlng amee 12:46 - 1:30 - 2:16 3:00. Canal Room. Student Union.
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874-9309

352-3551

ATTN STUDENTS LOOIONO FOR SUMMER
WORK Waa your apnng break uneventful in
landing that summer |ob you were looking for?
Have you been aeaauriod by high tuition in
create!? it you am need summer work A would
axe the opportunity to earn S3500-S4500 this
summer, gain experience ft cossoe credit, and
work outside of Ohio, send s seff-eddre&sed
stamped envelope to PO Box 222 BO. OH
43402 (or an interview

DOWN
1 Drinks
Q.ng«n>

9
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For Your Personal Needs.

37 Whirlpool
2 Vacation
52 Grassy plain
39 Farm fowl
choice
53 Dramatist
3 Film library unit 40 Ada
Henrlk
43 Occupies
4 Out-of-date
54 Electron tuba
5 Thealer gallery 45 Furtrvaoeas
57
Admiral
47 Flrehouse
6 Oval events
58 Concern
occupant
58 Patella's place
7 Tuned In
49 Just about
8 Target tor
6?
diem
50 Family member
Trevino
51 Mystery
9 Bugle
summons
writer's award
10 Usurps
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
it Gaucnorope
IU
12 Senior
HI:
13 Barren
21 Concern of
41 Across
23 Oakley or Hall
IUMI
25 Epitome
26 Adages
IM»(IIMI:I
III'.II.I
27 Metlyol
HUM
baseball
26 Easter
UI:IMLJI'II.I
UHUH
preceder
32 Yard worker
33 Period
35 Hook's fIrsl
IMIII
mate
MI :IIHU
36 Consumer
I.IHII I.II
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SUMMEP. EMPI OVMENI
ATTENTION BUSINESS. MARKETING. SALES
STUDENTS
HOW Will YOU INVEST THIS SUMMER?
We are an eaiabli shed. Toledo based distributing company with exciting aeles positions
evellebte starling May 13th through August
list
WE OFFER:
•Opportunity to asm (200-400 per week
*leae salary, commission, expenaee
'Exceptional training wttti pay
' Opportunity to travel
•Possibility to work a home town territory
YOU WOULD NEED: A desire for the aeles
sxperlence, dependants car. be abls to work
lull lime, have e detlra to need lo earn at
least (2,000 this summer.
CALL (41»| 882-9712 or write PERMA
CRAFTS
Silt Monroe St., Toledo,
^jOH 43123

,.^,

GOVERNMENT JOBS S15,000-$50.000/yr
poeeaHe Al occupations How to Find
Cat 1-805 687 6000 Ext R-9849
Hen ol BOSU how would you Ilka to meet 100
Okie? Then ooneloor being e houseboy tor
next school yeer Cell Maureen alter ( al 972140*

• Household goods
• Recreallonal
• Clothlnfl
• Furniture

Jna-iaculr?
Cojaalnkj

ajju
■FT "

Apertmenta. Housee. Duplexes
Cat 354-2260 or 352-6553
John Newtove Real Eslste
319 E Wooeler

2 bdrma turn Al utl turn
Reeidental area dose to Univ.
Aval Summer or Fat Ph 353-4662
Summer Apts 1-3 bdrm. t-2 bdrm. and 1-1
bdrm Phone 363-0342
Housee ft Apis tor 1985-'B6 school yeer
Smith Bogge Rentala 352-9457 btwn 124pm ot 362-8917 after 6:00pm
Twoperaon race apt BveSataa
lot Summer 362-9281
While rouse across from Otlenheuer. 2 bdrm
apt lor 3 or 4 Avaaable Summer ft Fai. yra
lease $375/mo plus utames. deposit Deytime
352 7505 ext 48 After 5 30. 362-3406
DELUXE 2 bedroom apt
Close to campus
Cat 362-7464
1 bedroom apt
5 blocks from campus* 12 mo. lease

Cat 352-7454
SUtaMER rales avsihble
2 bedroom apartments
Cal 352-7454

FOR SALE

Summer Rentala at special isles lor HOUSES
ROOMS - APTS Phone 352-7365

KING SIZE oak wslerbed
Moving Sale
Cat 1-599-3461

2 bdrm spts for 3 or 4 etudenta. 2 ttmatev Individual leases Near campus Phone 3527365

1976 Pontiac Trana Am
69.000 mice 81.500 00 or beat offer

Cat 2-6420
Bicycle for Sale
Men's Huffy 10-speed
870.00 Cat — Late evenings 372-4633

SUMMER APTS.

Suspended Lofl Dark Stain Attractive 1 year
old 8150 372-4464
BEER TROUGH FOR SALE
MAKE OFFER 372-5080
OR 372-2965
FOR SALE
Kenmore 3.6 cubit ft. regrtgerator. one yeer ok)
(150 ot beat otter Cal Mark 372-1229.
Foraess Partform bed/can converuo bunk w 1
mattress Staved wood, almost new Beet offer

364-8486
80 Chevy Monze: Exceeent condition
Cat Fsch 364-8252
'77 Yamaha XS 400. Exceasnl Condrtlon
Cal Rich 354-8252

Reggae Beet (Magazine) now available Best
rockers publ. In US (1.50. Cool runnings,
one love, lie, 352-7143
l bed km. Ms overs couch 352-7097 stler 5
Fuzz Busier lor Sale: Micro Eys Supreme bra
rear view mirror. Uaed tor S months. Reg.
1341 selling for (200. Cell Sam or Fedi at
3J2-SK2 or 9S2-8146.
7 FOOT VINYL COVERED COUCH
VERY GOOD CONDITK5N
$28 CALL 362-6821

FOB RENT
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$120
per person per monfh-unfurn •« person spt.
$134
per person per month-turn -4 person apt
Next to Sam B'a Rest, (across from Harshman)
FREE LOCKOUT KEY SERVICE-24 hre /day
FREE HEAT ft CABLE TV
Convenient to SRC. Library ft Music Bldg
Next lo reeteuranta. book store ayjndry mat.
bank ft carry-out Cal Tom at 352-1800 eve
ft wkende or 362-4873 Mon -Frl In A.M.

2 bedroom, furnlehed,
Air cond.. Laundry fecllllles
Cable TV A water
Paid by owner
$476.00 TOTAL
3S2-71S2
SUMMER HOUSING
Avaaable immediately Share duplex with one
other female Own bedroom S16/mo Cat
Sarah 352-6518 trom 4-6 pm
Discounted House across the street Irom
campus is svaeaba this summer at a big
discounl Cal 352-6000 Irom 6 to 9 p m
THURST1N APARTMENTS
MR CONDITIONING. FULLY CARPETED CABLEVISION. EFFCIENCY. LAUNDRY FACILITIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER ft FALL
451 THURSTIN AVE 352 5435
2 bedroom apts avaaable Dan 352-4360
2 bedroom apts
12-4 Tuoe-Sat

aveaabte

Dele 352-4360.

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm . turn apt.
dattwraaher, extra enrage
Comer ol S Coasge ft Sersh
Cat 352-3841 12-4 or 354 2260
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

1 bdrm turn apt Second SI aval Mid-May
Year kteee Cat 352-3446
Two bedroom apertmenta lor summer. 3522663
FOR RENT Apt duplex tor 3 people Lower
dupssx lor 4 people Phone 3620839
Apts. Summer, Fat, Summer Retea. phone
352 0428 alter 4 00 p m
HOUSES ANO APARTMENTS Close lo Campus lor Summer 1S8S end '85-86 school yeer.
1-2(7-3341
3 bdrm. house tor rent
Summer 1885 ft Fat
CJose lo campus
Good Cond LowUtitiea
Cat coaect 1 334-4601 after 5 30
or anytime weekends

Duplex 702 E Wooeler 362-4380

WATBI^MWT: kaaas last ao» aa
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RESUME
SERVICES

afOUll 'akatiMxem
CUTUML —s n_

Copy 50 resum-i on specialty I
paptw — got 10 resumts
copied FREE

kinkes
Expires: 4/30/85
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BASEBALL 1985:
* Cleveland Indians
* Cincinnati Reds
* Detroit Tigers

IB"

i^Bii

Semester leases avaaable tor efficiency spts
(Fall (265'mo includes TV ft Cable. Al utl.
lutry turn 364-3182 114

Featuring the —

-ikBrls 1

—ffn

town, 354-5606 aher 6 pm.

Summer Employment Breakfast cook or del
person. Exp roc Housing provided Send
resume to: The General Store. P.O. Box 347.
Kseaya aland, OH 43438
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4 bdrm House, Close lo campus and down-

HELP WANTED

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

55 Taking It easy
56 Iron Chan
callor"
60 Good gria"
01
facto
63 Crty tn SW
New York
64 Stall
65 Require
66 Look fixedly
67 Piccadilly
Circus figure
66 River into
r>j*agaiBay
69 R'a or D number

Free Room lor dey care (8 month chad) Avail
now Cat Kim 354-7093

Beautiful A-frame hlde-a-wsy cottage m 5
wooded acres 1 '.'■ Iws from BG In kith Hies.
Ml Cat 352-91 73 after 6 pm

'U
15
15
15

•Easy Accost
•Socurity

48 Otrm
50 Bandleader, tn
quaalton?

3-4 PERSONS NEEDED FOR SUMMER APT
SECONDS FROM CAMPUS. CHEAP" CALL
AMY, DIANNA, UNDA 354-7817

HOUSE tor summer. 4th and S Coasge
Microwave. dNhweaher. washer ft dryer, ft an
cond Fits live comfortably (300/peraon Cal
354-7833 tor info

Wsrrled:
One mole roommele lor Ss/66 school year. 2
bedroom, private room. AJC, 1 112 bath. Free
ueo ol Cherrywood Health Spa. Cell 372-5224

•A Va.lefy ol SUM
• Convenient Hours

45 Karnai or nut
46 Fencing
weapon

Progreaaive company seeking ambitious individual lor summer employment Exceasnl experience lor the buaneaa nvnded Individual
pursuing a business degree. Wi involve the
LUUidlastuii of ouhnga and special events.
Mnimum ol two years ol undergraduate study
and teiobie hours a must. Send personal
Inlormetion or resume lo Geauge Lake Person.
nel Dept, 1060 Aurora Rd. Aurura. OH
44202.

Furnished apl for Rent t/2 block from campus Prettiest part of town Ideal for the nontraditional student University Lane -across
from the Wndmi Cat t -588-3461.

1 FEMALE RMMT NEEDED 85-86 FRA2EE
APTS $112 50/month CALL LURA OR DENISE 353 6826

We Provide You With...

44 Cabb«0*

3543533. 12-5

SORORITY HOUSEMAN WANTED FOR FALL
AND SPRING '85-'86 SCHOOL YEAR CALL
372 3307 FUN WORK ANQ FUN GIRLS

INSIDE ONLY

movMB

ATTN BUSINESS. FINANCE. ACCT . MAR
KETteQ ANO MANAGEMENT MAJORS! H you
would eke to learn how lo run e business, gsln
experience tat IBM. XEROX PG etc sre
looking tor, earn coasge credit and make
S4322 Iras summer, there wi be interviews
Tues ft Wed at 1 00 ft 4:00 In Rm 81 ot the
Falcon Plaza or 7:00 Tuea. In Rm 205 Hayes
Hal or Wad 7:00 Rm 302 Hannah Hal
Please be on lime' _ _^

CaH JuNo Lthessft for free exercise tlpsf
She's Jane's twin sister. Body Beautiful
Hants easy by June's hot cross bun I

•FNNQFEST
SFRaNOFEST
SPRHtOFEST
SPRINGFEST

BEDROOMS
Dorm
ft wkenda
HAM

Summer Lessee Now Available
Flexible teasing, pool, AC, I bedroom, $160
per month; 2 bedroom. S210per month Cal

SANDY AND LOM - I can't Degri lo lea you
how much your friendship means lo me. You're
the beat! Don't let anyone lei you differently
or they wi have to deal with me Thanks
Loveafwoye. Carol

PIZZA 1/2 PRICE TILL 9:00
with beverage purchase

41 Denial dag
42 Ved.c precepts

SLIMMER APARTMENTS - 2
Ajross from Herehmen
Cal Tom at 362-1800 eve
or 362-4873 Moo Frl

Bwob and Amy — Congratulations on your
Alpha Sig stvaaenng (I couldn't believe HI), and
good luck si the future Uneke others, you
deserve if Brad

Wattd

ACROSS
1 Comn.irtaf'a
support
6 AtMOrlMd
10 Apruodite'i
k>v«
14 ACMll*
15 InttK
16 Earthy
MdtfTWll
17 MrChalangato
mas.arp.aca
16 Small chanrja
19 Actraaa
Thompaon
20 Boardwalk
hazard
22 Mora shipshape
24 Sign ot
uncart a.nty
20 Military gaatufa
29 Flnie-hed
30 Toward shatter
31 Bultonwood.
•0
34 Pubiisharsijf.it
36 Qairvad tha day
39 Mapou'n-Grant

Need Fa ft Male students lo n housee ft spts
Avaaable now Near campus Ph 362-7365

NEED IwONEY-TUrnON TOO HIGH
Have you been aaaautted by high tuition in
creeses? You may be interested m s fob lo
make 84300 ma summer There wi be mterviews lor summer wcrk Tues ft Wed. at 1 00 ft
4 00 «i Rm #61 of the Falcon Pkua or 7.00
Tuea Rm 206 Hayes He! or Wed at 7:00 in
302 Hannah Hal Please be on time!

HELP! OUR 4th IS COMMUTINQ F ROOMMATE N6EDE0 FOR 85-66 SCHOOL YEAR.
VILAGE GREEN APTS. 2 BEDROOM FURN
POOL. AIC. DISHWASHER. 1 LOTS OF EXTRAS VERY REASONABLE CALL NATALIE
384-1832.

Carl S Dana — You guys sre greet roommates
(Who would have thought it!), but then again,
with me aa a model, how couxJ I expect
eriytang leas! The tidy one

LOST One block waast
Contact 372-5993
Large Reward

uVwersity Hosts and Hostesses- Become e
member of a group which la highly vattae
among s variety of publics from peers lo
University edrransMrelore Applceaona available
Ihrough Apnt 1 7 in 405 Student Services Pk*
up an appxcanon now and become nvorved!

'J.C Heart • one ol me
besl lying drummers'' MILES DAVIS
J.C. Heard Band
April I 3 al 8pm KOBACKER HALL
Tickets: $4. 6. 8. 10
CeJ 3720171
"Part of Jazz Week VI"

Lot Clark. Sharon Bembam and Kitty Stone
burner.
Congratulations on becoming 8GSU lour
Love, your Ptv Mu siaters

Al Ely Walker Casual Wear
S0H OH Jeans N Things
531 Ridge

UMVERSfTY HOSTS ANO HOSTESSES A
group of BG students who promote strong ties
between the university, visitors and alumni
Pk* up an apptcetton in 405 Student Services
ihrough WerJneaoay. Apr! 17

Is moving lofts, couches, (ridges, etc.
A REAL INCONVENIENCE • HASSLE.
SUMMER STORAGE WITH FREE PICK-UP
S DELIVERY IS YOUR SIMPLE SOLUTION
Far Into, on rates A scheduling
pick-ups, cell The Lot! Construction
t Storage Service 352-3130

Little Tiso Chembon.
H started in Auguet during Rush That s when I
knew you were aomeone specks! Pledge day
was the most exciting when I saw you running
lo the D G house Next came the Big-utife
Hunt. Hope you were as happy aa I waa to be al
the end ol my line Kidnap?'? Even though you
had to ride home in the back of a "pig truck."we
hed s Was! Then initiation What csn I say? I am
so proud. Hope the Akron OG's love you as
much as I dot I'm going lo mass you MUe'
LITB Big Chris

PERSONALS

RUN FOR CHARITY 11
Sal., April 13 Chi Omega Sorority will be
sponsoring s two mile and 6.2 mile run at
11:00 and 11:30 a.m. The race Harts In Ironi
ol Conklln Hall. Prizes lor lint 100 thai sign
up »nd irophles lor category winners.

EXOTIC FOOD
KEYNOTE AOOFteSS ENTERTAINMENT AT
THE AFRICAN DevNER

INTERESTED IN A LEADERSHIP POSITION ON
CAMPUS NEXT YEAR? RSA HAS THREE
DIRECTORSHIP
POSITIONS OPEN FOR
1985-1986 (PROGRAMMING. PUBLICITY
AND PUBLIC RELATIONS. RES HALL ISSUES) APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN
425 STUDENT SERVICES DUE APR*. 16 AT
4 30 PM

LETTER CRAFT
RESUME SERVICE
$15 FOR 10 COPIES
CALL TIM 352 2039
ISEE DISPLAY AD ELSEWHERE)

Meeting ol French Club
Wednesday Apr* 10. 7.30 pm .French House

Dearest Oroopy,
Do you wear contraceptive devlcee??? BRRRRAVO" Don't you know It's casual' to
solve the world's problems with trie door
open?? Ouch, BABY' I hope the nudae on your
nary uuftakjee don't get rsatoua because
Dwoopy got dwunk and got kicked out ol Main
Stweetl Oh, Manned Oh. Srntda1 Your loving
f pommels, Boy George

Te the Ouy In the hat anal ecart:
Tm going to mats you an awful lot next year
You've been such a special friend Happy 2nd
anntveraary I couldn't have aeked tor a better
hueband! Love and hugs. T

TUCKER TYPING
Professional equipment tor your needs Cal
Nancy. 352-0809.

Reulalrellon-7 30

MEET AMBASSADOR T BGAVOGUI
OF GUINEA AT THE AFRICAN DINNER
APRIL 13 1985
5 30 P M -N E COMMONS

To Our Future Rocmiee - Jute 1 Kety
Heppy Roomie Day to our partners in crime
Love. BIA

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY SHARON!
HAVE A GOOD ONE
LOVE 'YAI NAN

EXPERIENCED TYPING AVAILABLE Prompt.
professional, and reasonable Term papers,
tetters, resumes, etc 352-2492 after 5

THE NEW MADNESS
Sf HINOFEST 15
SPRINOFEST 15
SPRINOFEST 15
SPRINOFEST 15

DAFtLENE JOHNSON
I'm so happy to be your bkjl You I make a
lanfflc Me" Love. Your Big

• FOUTS TYPING ■
SI /page Ids) On campus pick up IM-F)
4 00pm 689-2579

TEST PREPARATION
STANLEY KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
536-3701 Toledo. OH
SAT • LSAT • ORE
ACT ' GMAT ' MCAT
•C.P A REVIEW
•STATE NURSING BOAROS-SNCLEX'

COME SAM. AWAY
With the Bowling Green Sailing Club
Introductory mealing. Wed., April 10. IMS.
»:00 p.m.. 222 MSC Bide,

CC44GRATULATIONS TO
WOP.
ON BEING CHOSEN
UMi. COUNCIL OF THE YEAR

GLEMBY SALON AT UHLMAN'S
Apr! Special $30 00 Perm Specialincludes haircut 352-5615

SERVICES OFFERED

BIKE AUCTION
Aprs 17 1985 In the Forum
viewing at 2 30 p m . auction at 3 30 p.m.
betes, leweky and many other awns

■ WEDNESDAY
*

BG News/April 10,1985 10

in the Friday, April Id
edition of the SB Mews Friday Magazine
ADVERTISING DEADLINE: Wed., April 17, 4 p.m.

